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Semantic representations capture the meaning of a text. Abstract Meaning Representation
(AMR), a type of semantic representation, focuses on predicate-argument structure and abstracts
away from surface form. Though AMR was developed initially for English, it has now been
adapted to a multitude of languages in the form of non-English annotation schemas, cross-
lingual text-to-AMR parsing, and AMR-to-(non-English) text generation. We advance prior
work on cross-lingual AMR by thoroughly investigating the amount, types, and causes of
differences that appear in AMRs of different languages. Further, we compare how AMR captures
meaning in cross-lingual pairs versus strings, and show that AMR graphs are able to draw out
fine-grained differences between parallel sentences. We explore three primary research questions:
(1) What are the types and causes of differences in parallel AMRs? (2) How can we measure
the amount of difference between AMR pairs in different languages? (3) Given that AMR
structure is affected by language and exhibits cross-lingual differences, how do cross-lingual
AMR pairs compare to string-based representations of cross-lingual sentence pairs? We find that
the source language itself does have a measurable impact on AMR structure, and that translation
divergences and annotator choices also lead to differences in cross-lingual AMR pairs. We explore
the implications of this finding throughout our study, concluding that, although AMR is useful
to capture meaning across languages, evaluations need to take into account source language
influences if they are to paint an accurate picture of system output, and meaning generally.

1. Introduction

Semantic representations, which reflect the meaning of a text, are an important tool
for downstream natural language processing tasks that rely on meaning inference.
Semantic representations can be designed to capture specific aspects of meaning. Ab-
stract Meaning Representation (AMR; Banarescu et al. 2013), for example, captures
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“who does what to whom,” and focuses on predicate-argument structure, abstracting
away from morphosyntactic details such as word order by encoding the core meaning
of sentence or phrase as a directed, rooted graph. AMR has been widely studied in
the NLP literature with regard to text-to-AMR parsing, AMR-to-text generation, and
downstream applications (described in §2.1).

Banarescu et al. (2013) devised AMR only for English, disclaiming any intentions
of using it as an interlingua (language-neutral semantics that could bridge across
languages, such as in the paradigm of interlingual machine translation; Richens 1958;
Dorr, Hovy, and Levin 2004). Nevertheless, versions of AMR have since been developed
to annotate text in many other languages (see §2 for a review). For example, Figure 1
shows AMR for parallel sentences in English and Spanish. Despite established literature
on semantic differences in parallel sentences (which can arise due to syntactic differ-
ences in the languages or translation choices; Dorr 1990, 1994), attempts to account for
the effect of the sentence’s source language on AMR structure have been limited.

Previous work has characterized differences in AMR graphs (“AMRs”) across lan-
guages (Urešová, Hajič, and Bojar 2014; Xue et al. 2014). In this article, we advance
investigations into AMR as an interlingua by thoroughly assessing whether AMR can
comprehensively reflect the meaning of languages other than English, and how this
compares to more surface-level, non-hierarchical representations of sentence meaning.

To assess AMR as a tool for capturing meaning cross-lingually, we first set out to
quantify the amount of difference between AMRs of parallel sentences/cross-lingual
AMR pairs (§3), by assessing the effect of source language (the language of the sentence
parsed into an AMR) on AMR structure, and the degree of language effect by individual
language. §3 investigates RQ1: how can we measure the amount of difference between
parallel AMRs, and using this measurement, what is the extent of the difference in
parallel AMRs? To measure this difference, we propose transferring the non-English
tokens into English, leaving only underlying AMR graph structure to compare. Next,
we determine the similarity between the underlying graph structures using Smatch,

Figure 1
English (a) and Spanish (b) AMRs for the sentence “the little girl wants to dance” la niña pequeña
quiere bailar in PENMAN (text-based) notation (Wein et al. 2022a), as well as the English (c) and
Spanish (d) graph-based AMR illustrations.
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and uncover the critical finding that the language itself does have a sizable effect on
AMR structure.

We then perform a finer-grained analysis (§4), introducing a novel taxonomy for
annotating the types and causes of these language-based divergences. Applying this
schema to a small set of divergent Spanish-English AMR pairs, we show that differences
in parallel AMRs arise for three reasons: (1) translation choice, (2) annotation choice,
and, importantly, (3) inherent differences between the languages. §4 answers RQ2: why
do AMRs for parallel sentences differ?

Finally, in §5, we compare how AMR captures meaning of a sentence against string-
level semantics (looking solely at the string/tokens, as judged by a human or machine,
without using a symbolic meaning representation as an intermediary), for cross-lingual
sentences. Building on our findings from §3 and §4, which showed that AMRs capture
differences encoded by source language, in §5 we explore RQ3: how are language-
based divergences captured at the AMR-level versus at the string-level? We find
that AMRs capture a finer-grained level of cross-lingual divergence than is able to be
observed at the string-level.

This article incorporates content from prior publications: Wein et al. (2022b) in
§3.1, a substantially expanded version of Wein and Schneider (2021) in §4, Wein and
Schneider (2022) in §5.2, and Wein, Wang, and Schneider (2023) in §5.3. Here we syn-
thesize this work and expand on it with new threads of investigation in the form of
four supplementary experiments.1

Our findings provide critical insight into the applicability of AMR to cross-lingual
settings and as a tool for capturing meaning across languages. What we uncover has
implications for the broader study of cross-lingual meaning representations, and allows
us to interpret claims about cross-linguistic phenomena such as universality. Further,
our work elucidates the relevance of AMR (and other semantic representations) to cross-
lingual applications, showing that it is necessary to consider the source language when
extending AMR to non-English languages and domains/applications. Specifically, in
order to effectively capture the meaning of non-English languages, we need to account
for the effect of language itself on AMR structure.

2. Background

First we review the origins of the AMR schema (§2.1), existing AMR corpora (§2.2), the
prior cross-lingual investigations of AMR (§2.3), cross-lingual work that has been done
for other semantic representations (§2.4), and studies of semantic divergences in both
sentence pairs and AMR pairs (§2.5).

2.1 Abstract Meaning Representation

The AMR formalism is a graph-based representation of the meaning of a sentence or
phrase. AMRs are rooted, labeled graphs where each node is an instance of a semantic
unit. In AMR annotations, nodes reflect entities and events, and the edges are labeled
with semantic roles. AMR aims to abstract away from surface details of morphology and
syntax in favor of core elements of meaning, such as predicate-argument structure and
coreference. With that in mind, sentences with the same meaning (and content word

1 Specifically, the experiments detailed in §3.2, §3.3, the qualitative analyses in §5.2.4 and §5.2.5, and the
additional annotated corpus discussed in §4 are new to this article.
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vocabulary) should be represented by the same AMR. English AMR annotations are
unanchored—the nodes are not explicitly mapped to tokens in the sentence—but the
concepts (semantic node labels) largely consist of lemmatized words from the sentence.
The root of the AMR is the focus; an edge marked with :argN is a core argument role
(where N is some number ≥0), and any other edge (e.g., :opN, :domain, :manner) is a
non-core role.

Annotation of AMR is lightweight as it does not represent morphology, articles, or
tense, but does require a fair amount of training. Inter-annotator agreement is measured
using Smatch, which calculates semantic overlap between two AMRs (Cai and Knight
2013). Smatch works by inducing an alignment between nodes that maximizes the
amount of overlap between the graphs. Specifically, Smatch quantifies the similarity of
two AMRs by searching for an alignment of nodes between them that maximizes the F1-
score of matching (node1, role, node2) and (node1, instance-of, concept) triples common
between the graphs.2

As a structured representation of meaning, AMR has proven useful in a variety of
applications and domains. AMR has been: (1) applied to a range of downstream ap-
plications, such as information extraction (Zhang and Ji 2021; Zhang et al. 2021), sum-
marization (Liu et al. 2015; Hardy and Vlachos 2018), and neural machine translation
(Song et al. 2019; Li and Flanigan 2022); (2) extended/adapted to fit various domains
(Vu, Le Nguyen, and Satoh 2022; Bonial et al. 2020; Abdelsalam et al. 2022; Mansouri,
Oard, and Zanibbi 2022); and (3) leveraged in explainability efforts (Opitz et al. 2021;
Xu et al. 2021b; Opitz and Frank 2022).

2.2 AMR Corpora

Though AMR was originally designed for English (Banarescu et al. 2013; Knight et al.
2014), AMR’s abstraction away from morphosyntactic variation lends itself to cross-
lingual adaptation by capturing semantic structure shared across languages (Li et al.
2016). Prior work extending AMR to other languages has developed language-specific
annotation schemas, which (to varying extents) assess the relevant linguistic features
which need be accommodated in the AMR annotations for that language. Additional
prior work has also considered the compatibility of AMR for non-English languages.

Cross-lingual adaptations of AMR have been developed in a variety of languages,
shown in Table 1. AMR parsing experiments have also been performed for Celtic
languages (Heinecke and Shimorina 2022) and Indonesian (Ilmy and Khodra 2020).

For English, annotation of The Little Prince in English was released and described in
Banarescu et al. (2013). English AMRs are also featured in AMR 1.0 (Knight et al. 2014),
AMR 2.0 (Knight et al. 2017), AMR 3.0 (Knight et al. 2021), and BioAMR (Garg et al.
2016).3

AMR 2.0 - Four Translations contains natural language translations of the English
AMR 2.0 sentences into four languages: Italian, Spanish, German, and Mandarin Chi-
nese (Damonte and Cohen 2020). The sentences are only translated; this dataset does
not provide parallel AMRs designed to closely mirror the target language sentences.

2 Smatch is the original and default metric for comparing two AMR graphs for the same input sentence,
but other metrics for AMR graph comparison have been developed—these are discussed in §5.1.

3 An automatically parsed corpus of approximately 2 million AMRs in the academic writing domain was
also released by Zhao, Wang, and Lepage (2022).
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Table 1
Gold-annotated AMR corpora by language.

Language Text Reference

English The Little Prince Banarescu et al. (2013)
English AMR 1.0 (news, discussion forums, etc.) Knight et al. (2014)
English AMR 2.0 (news, discussion forums, etc.) Knight et al. (2017)
English AMR 3.0 (news, discussion forums, etc.) Knight et al. (2021)
English Biomedical articles Garg et al. (2016)

Chinese The Little Prince Li et al. (2016)
Chinese Web collection Extracted from Xue et al. (2013)

Spanish The Little Prince Migueles-Abraira, Agerri, and
Diaz de Ilarraza (2018)

Spanish AMR 2.0 data (news, etc.) Wein et al. (2022a)

Portuguese The Little Prince Anchiêta and Pardo (2018)
Portuguese News, PropBank.Br Sobrevilla Cabezudo and Pardo

(2019)

Vietnamese The Little Prince Linh and Nguyen (2019)

Korean ExoBrain Choe et al. (2020)

Turkish The Little Prince Azin and Eryiğit (2019)
Turkish The Little Prince Oral, Acar, and Eryiğit (2022)

Persian The Little Prince Takhshid et al. (2022)

2.3 Cross-lingual Explorations of AMR

Abstraction can also create challenges, such that changes are required to the annotation
schema to sufficiently account for language variation and pertinent linguistic phenom-
ena in non-English AMR. AMR has been assessed as an interlingua, considering the
types of differences that appear across AMR language pairs, for Czech (Urešová, Hajič,
and Bojar 2014), Chinese (Xue et al. 2014), and Spanish (Wein and Schneider 2021), in
comparison to English. Xue et al. (2014) explore the adaptability of English AMR to
Czech and Chinese. They suggest that AMR may be cross-linguistically adaptable be-
cause it abstracts away from morphosyntactic differences. Cross-linguistic comparisons
between English/Czech and English/Chinese AMR pairs indicate that many pairs align
well. However, a comparison between English and Czech AMRs found that only 29 of
100 AMRs shared identical structure, and that key differences arose in event structure,
multi-word expressions, and compound nouns (Xue et al. 2014). Also, the compatibility
is higher for English and Chinese than for English and Czech.

Urešová, Hajič, and Bojar (2014) describe the types of differences between AMRs for
parallel English and Czech sentences, and find that the differences may be either due to
convention/surface-level nuances that could be changed in the annotation guidelines,
or may be due to inherent facets of the AMR annotation schema. One notable cross-
lingual AMR difference is from the appearance of language-specific idioms and phrases.

Additional work has explored whether structural differences across cross-lingual
Chinese/English and English/Czech AMR pairs are due to syntactic idiosyncrasies
(Xue et al. 2014); this information can be of use to machine translation because when
AMR is incorporated into machine translation, these divergences could affect the qual-
ity of the system (Song et al. 2019; Nguyen, Pham, and Dinh 2021).
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Cross-lingual studies of AMR primarily compare the structures between two AMRs
representative of a parallel text. AMRICA visualizes and automatically aligns AMRs,
including two AMRs of a sentence and its translation, to facilitate research into cross-
lingual AMRs (Saphra and Lopez 2015). We take this as inspiration to use AMR pairs as
a starting point for divergence classification between parallel texts.

Systems for cross-lingual AMR-to-text generation and text-to-AMR parsing (mov-
ing from an English AMR to non-English sentence and from a non-English sentence
to an English AMR, respectively) have been designed as well (Ribeiro et al. 2021; Cai
et al. 2021; Lee et al. 2021; Xu et al. 2021a; Uhrig et al. 2021; Fan and Gardent 2020;
Cai, Lin, and Wan 2021; Blloshmi, Tripodi, and Navigli 2020; Damonte and Cohen 2018;
Wang, Li, and Xue 2018). Cross-lingual approaches to AMR parsing explore transfer
learning techniques to generate parallel AMR annotations in multiple languages, and
suggest that AMR can serve as a cross-lingual semantic representation capable of over-
coming linguistic differences (Damonte and Cohen 2018; Zhu, Li, and Chiticariu 2019;
Blloshmi, Tripodi, and Navigli 2020). Additional prior work has explored the role of
structural divergences in cross-lingual AMR parsing (Blloshmi, Tripodi, and Navigli
2020; Damonte 2019). XL-AMR used transfer learning to automatically produce AMR
annotations for Chinese, German, Italian, and French, and provides qualitative analysis
suggesting that even with limited training data, the parser is able to manage many
structural divergences across languages (Blloshmi, Tripodi, and Navigli 2020).

Though previous work has explored methods of characterizing the differences
between pairs of cross-lingual AMRs, we aim to quantify the impact of the source
language on AMR structure. In this article, we rigorously categorize both the types
and causes of divergences in cross-lingual AMR pairs, identifying both quantitatively
and qualitatively the actual impact of language on AMR structure. Prior work has
motivated our study by pointing out that AMR is English-centric and may represent
some languages more accurately than others; we extend this by assessing the effect of
the source language itself on the structure of an AMR graph, and how that impacts the
utility of AMR as a cross-lingual tool.

2.4 Related Work on Cross-lingual Meaning Representations

Cross-lingual investigations and adaptations have also been studied for other semantic
representations. A multilingual extension of AMR, the Uniform Meaning Represen-
tation (Van Gysel et al. 2021), was developed to incorporate linguistic diversity into
the AMR annotation process. The Uniform Meaning Representation framework adapts
AMR with a focus on quantification and scope, as well as uniformity across languages.

In addition to AMR, several semantic representations have been used to capture
meaning across languages (Van Gysel et al. 2019). Žabokrtský, Zeman, and Ševčı́ková
(2020) summarized differences between formalisms (including AMR) for representing
meaning across languages. We briefly highlight several such frameworks below.

The Universal Dependencies framework (Nivre et al. 2016; de Marneffe et al. 2021)
has been used to analyze cross-lingual syntactic divergences (Nikolaev et al. 2020).

Universal Conceptual Cognitive Annotation (UCCA) annotates grammatical mean-
ing while abstracting away from the syntax of the language (Abend and Rappoport
2013).

The Parallel Meaning Bank is a corpus of parallel texts with corresponding linguistic
annotations and Discourse Representation Structure annotations projected from English
(Abzianidze et al. 2017). Prior work towards the production of parallel meaning banks
focused on the alignment of informative translations: translations where more details
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are included in the target translation than the source text (Bos 2014). Work on the
Parallel Meaning Bank also includes a comparison of translations as being meaning-
preserving or not, and these discrepancies as being largely due to: human annotation
error, syntactic differences in definite articles, translation of proper names, or non-literal
translations (van Noord et al. 2018).

Alignment for multilingual meaning representations has also been studied in re-
lation to FrameNet, including recent work looking to produce a unified Multilingual
FrameNet with alignments between all of the dozen FrameNet languages (Baker and
Lorenzi 2020).

The Prague Czech-English Dependency Treebank (PCEDT) contains annotations of
deep syntactic/shallow semantic dependencies in Wall Street Journal text, with gold
annotations for English sentences as well as their Czech translations. PCEDT highlights
some of the issues that arise out of automatically transferring an annotation schema
to another language. Ultimately, the authors find that the annotation schema is not
sufficiently fine-grained to provide a seamless conversion from annotation in one lan-
guage to annotation in the other, and the difficulty of developing an annotation schema
capable of this seamless transformation is unknown (Čmejrek, Cuřı́n, and Havelka
2004).

2.5 Semantic Divergences

Semantic divergences are differences between sentences that are purportedly parallel.
Semantic divergences can appear in cross-lingual sentence pairs for a variety of reasons,
and are an important phenomenon of language to consider when working with parallel
semantic representations; cross-lingual AMR pairs may also encode these divergences
seen at the string-level.

Translation divergences occur when translation from one language to another re-
sults in a different meaning or structure (Dorr 1994). These translation divergences can
appear due to translation choices or to syntactic differences between the languages
(Dorr 1990; Dorr and Voss 1993). Additional divergences can be introduced when
automatically extracting and aligning parallel resources (Smith, Quirk, and Toutanova
2010; Zhai, Max, and Vilnat 2018; Fung and Cheung 2004).

The implications of these translation divergences include difficulties when using
parallel texts for downstream tasks, because it can be difficult to identify why or how
parallel sentences differ. For example, a parallel corpus, such as a work of fiction, likely
contains some non-literal translations. When training a machine translation system on
this parallel corpus, these divergences present a problem if looking to produce as literal
a translation as possible.

Divergences have been explored with respect to synonymy (Gaillard et al. 2010) and
diachronically (Montariol and Allauzen 2021).

Other studies have addressed whether and how given sentence pairs diverge
(Carpuat, Vyas, and Niu 2017; Vyas, Niu, and Carpuat 2018; Briakou and Carpuat 2020,
2021; Zhai, Illouz, and Vilnat 2020). Carpuat, Vyas, and Niu (2017) classify divergences
in parallel corpora using a cross-lingual textual entailment system to identify less
equivalent sentence pairs. Related work has identified semantic divergences in parallel
texts, classifying sentences as being divergent or non-divergent (Vyas, Niu, and Carpuat
2018).

The approach taken by Briakou and Carpuat (2020) to detecting string-level se-
mantic divergences involves training multilingual BERT (Devlin et al. 2019) to rank
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Figure 2
Example of a Spanish-English AMR pair, where semantic divergence due to translation choice
results in differing AMR structure, notably a different root.

sentences diverging to various degrees. They introduced a dataset called Rational
English-French Semantic Divergences (REFreSD), which consists of sentence pairs from
the French-English WikiMatrix (Schwenk et al. 2019). REFreSD sentence pairs are an-
notated with three types of divergences (subtree deletion, phrase replacement, and
lexical substitution) based on a tree model (Briakou and Carpuat 2020). Other work
to automatically classify divergences used a hierarchical alignment scheme of Chinese
and English parse trees, enabling the identification and quantification of translation
divergences (Deng and Xue 2017). Zhai, Illouz, and Vilnat (2020) detected non-literal
translations in order to produce corpora of creative translations, to be used when pre-
training translation models.

Semantic divergences are often seen in AMRs for parallel sentences. An example of
this is shown in Figure 2. The English sentence “Which is your planet?” is aligned to
“¿De qué planeta eres?” which literally translates to “What planet are you from?” The
Spanish sentence is seemingly less awkward than the original English sentence, and
more explicitly asks about planet of origin, as opposed to ownership of a planet. This is
a semantic divergence (due to translation choice), resulting in the Spanish AMR having
a different focus (root).

3. Quantifying Differences between Parallel AMRs

In this work, we assess the utility of AMR as a cross-lingual tool by studying the
amount, causes, and types of differences in cross-lingual AMR pairs. Though AMR was
originally designed for annotating English sentences, and not intended as an interlin-
gua, it has since been adapted to a number of other languages, raising the question of
how well it abstracts away from the particularities of individual languages.

In this section, we explore (1) how to measure the amount of structural difference
between AMR pairs, and (2) what this measurable difference is.

In order to assess the applicability of AMR as a cross-lingual tool and explore
what AMR captures between parallel sentences, we quantify the difference in AMR
structure by language. First, we develop a novel method of comparing underlying
graph structure for cross-lingual AMR pairs (§3.1). We compare AMRs that encode
parallel sentences (in Chinese and English), and quantify the effect of source language
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on AMR structure after translating all of the Chinese tokens to English—leaving only
differences in the underlying structure to measure.

Then, we move from differences in cross-lingual AMR pairs via manual annotation
to differences in cross-lingual AMR pairs when automatically parsing (§3.2). Interest-
ingly, we find that parsing directly from a non-English sentence causes a different AMR
structure than if one translates that sentence to English first. We investigate how this
reflects the aspects of meaning that AMRs capture.

Finally, having demonstrated the effect of one source language on AMR structure,
we ascertain whether this appears regardless of language (§3.3). In order to do this, we
measure language effect when parsing from multiple source languages (Spanish and
Chinese).

3.1 Effect of Source Language on AMR Structure

First, we set out to quantify the difference between parallel Chinese and English AMRs.
To investigate AMR’s ability to serve as an interlingua, previous work has explored
methods of characterizing the types of differences between parallel AMR graphs (AMRs
annotating parallel sentences in different languages). Additionally, cross-lingual text-to-
AMR parsing and AMR-to-text generation assumes that non-English AMRs should be
structured similarly to English AMRs, given that most cross-lingual AMR parsing has
been compared against gold English AMRs (not gold in-language—e.g., Spanish AMRs)
(Wein and Schneider 2022). However, there has not yet been an effort to systematically
quantify the effect on AMR structure of the language of the sentence being parsed
(hereafter, the source language).

We hypothesize that regardless of any language-specific information in the AMR
(i.e., even if the labels are made to be in the same language), the structure of AMRs
across language pairs will likely differ because of the linguistic properties of the source
sentence. To better understand the impact of language on AMR structure in the pursuit
of effective evaluation of cross-lingual AMR pair similarity, we aim to quantify the
amount of impact in parallel AMRs. Here we explore the effect of source language on
AMR structure in the large annotated parallel corpus of Mandarin Chinese and English
AMRs (Li et al. 2016).

To quantify the impact of source language on the AMR, we eliminate the measur-
able impact of lexical divergence and focus solely on structural divergences. To do this,
we take a pair of parallel English and Chinese AMRs and manually translate every word
in the Chinese graph into its English equivalent. This process of lexicalizing all Chinese
tokens (replacing them with English tokens) ensures that the only quantifiable differ-
ence is AMR structure, so that we do not penalize lexical differences. Structural elements
of the AMR are largely unchanged. We then evaluate via Smatch (Cai and Knight 2013),
which is an algorithm to compare AMR graphs and calculate similarity. This produces
a Smatch score quantifying the effect of source language on AMR structure. The choice
of language pair was motivated by linguistic differences between Chinese and English,
as well as the prominence of Chinese sentence–to–English AMR parsing (Damonte and
Cohen 2020).

3.1.1 Dataset. For our annotation and analysis, we make use of parallel gold Chinese and
English AMR annotations of the novel The Little Prince—the Chinese AMRs from the
CAMR dataset (Li et al. 2016)4 and their parallel English AMR annotations (Banarescu

4 https://www.cs.brandeis.edu/~clp/camr/res/blj_dev.txt.
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Figure 3
Example of our annotation approach, showing the original English annotation (a), original
Chinese annotation (b), and our lexicalized version of the Chinese annotation (c). The sentences
annotated here are “I would talk to him about bridge, and golf, and politics, and neckties” and
the parallel sentence:和他们谈些桥牌呀，高尔夫球呀，政治呀，领带呀这些。.

et al. 2013).5 The 100 AMRs used are the first 100 annotations of both development sets,
corresponding to the first 100 sentences of The Little Prince; 20 sentences were double-
annotated. The average sentence length is 15.3 tokens for the 100 English sentences and
19.5 tokens for the 100 Chinese sentences. Since the Chinese AMRs do not include :wiki
tags, we remove all :wiki tags from the gold English AMRs.

Note that The Little Prince was originally written in French, so both the English and
Chinese versions are translations and may exhibit features of translationese and/or may
be subject to differences due to French serving as a third pivot language (Koppel and
Ordan 2011).

3.1.2 Approach. Our approach to manual relexification (visualized in Figure 3) consists of
taking the CAMR annotation and replacing the Chinese concepts with English tokens.
We want to replace the Chinese concepts with English tokens so that we do not penalize
lexical differences (which are apparent as the words are originally in different lan-
guages), but rather, exclusively measure the structural differences between the AMRs.
Specifically, this consists of a three-step process:

1. Manually translate the Chinese concepts to equivalent English tokens.

2. Check the parallel gold English AMR to identify synonyms of the
manually generated translations of the Chinese concepts.

3. If a synonym (close enough in meaning such that faithfulness to the
Chinese sentence is not lost) of the manually generated translation
appears in the gold English AMR, the term from the English AMR is
used to replace the manually generated translation. Otherwise, the
manually generated translation is used.

Additionally, there are some terms that appear in the CAMR annotations that would
not appear in English AMR annotations. For example, functional particles such as 就

5 https://amr.isi.edu/download/amr-bank-struct-v1.6-dev.txt.
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(a central particle with a multitude of uses) appear in the CAMR annotation schema
but role-marking prepositions and other morphosyntactic details do not appear in the
English AMR annotation schema. We remove these functional particles from the Chi-
nese annotations rather than attempt to translate them into English. No other structural
changes are made to the Chinese AMR.

We trained two linguistics students bilingual in English and Chinese in our ap-
proach. Approximately 4 hours were spent per annotator to produce the annotations
and a text editor was used.

3.1.3 Results and Analysis. We collect 60 relexified AMR annotations from each annotator,
with 20 sentences overlapping so that we can calculate inter-annotator agreement (120
annotations total, on 100 unique sentences). We calculate the Smatch scores between the
annotations (Chinese AMR with English concepts) and the corresponding gold English
AMR.

We use the Smatch metric to calculate inter-annotator agreement (IAA), which
ranges from 0 to 1, with 1 indicating the graphs identical. We find that the average IAA is
0.8645, and the lowest IAA of all the sentence pairs in the data was 0.64. Inter-annotator
agreement here measures lexical agreement between the translators. The reason overall
IAA would not be 1 is because translation choices are being made when producing the
annotations. For example, in Figure 4, one annotator felt that a more faithful translation
of像 is seem, while the other annotator decided that a more accurate translation would
be look. The same is true for the difference between slightest and remote, as well as

Figure 4
Both annotations (from Annotator 1 and Annotator 2) for one of the sentences in our dataset.
Note that the annotators provided the English concepts and the structure of the annotation is
derived from the parallel Chinese annotation.
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Figure 5
Gold English AMR and our annotation for parallel sentences.

between huge and large. None of those terms (either item of any of the three pairs)
are captured in the parallel gold English AMR, so these differences reflect translation
choices and not errors in annotation.6 This pair of annotations received an IAA score of
0.85.

The production of these annotations is motivated by the ability to then quantify
the amount of difference between our annotations and the gold English AMRs. We use
Smatch to quantify this difference as the standard similarity evaluation technique for
AMR pairs.

The Smatch score for the gold English AMRs in comparison to the annotations is
41% for those produced by Annotator 1 and 44% for those produced by Annotator 2.
These Smatch scores are over 60 sentence pairs each. This indicates that there is a sizable
effect of source language on the structure of the AMR even with the Chinese labels being
replaced, raising questions for how we evaluate cross-lingual AMR parsers.

We expect that some of the differences we capture in our approach are due to trans-
lation, and some differences are due to syntactic and semantic properties, as established
by previous work comparing more similar languages (Spanish and English) (Wein and
Schneider 2021). One example of a syntactic effect on AMR structure can be seen in
Figure 5. This syntax-induced divergence arises out of the ability in Chinese to omit
sentence subjects when they can be understood from context (pro-drop), which explains
why the Chinese graph is missing an :arg0 argument. It is likely that in addition to these
syntactic differences (such as the divergence noted in the example in Figure 5), there
are also differences in meaning in parallel sentences caused by the translation process,
regardless of whether there is additionally syntax-induced divergence.

A more subtle effect of source language on AMR structure can be seen in Figure 6
relating to the :arg1 prey. In English, we have “swallow their prey whole,” such that
“whole” is a semantic modifier of “prey,” denoted by :mod. In Chinese, the equivalent
is 囫囵 (wholly, possibly barbarically) 吞下 (swallow). Wholly (囫囵) is annotated as
:manner to the swallowing (吞下), instead of as the :mod of prey. We consider this a
faithful and standard translation reflective of cross-linguistic differences between the
“swallow whole” construction in English and the “wholly swallow” construction in
Chinese. This difference is reflected in the AMR.

6 In the case of Figure 4, the differences are lexical and this type of divergence could be captured with a
metric such as S2match (Opitz, Parcalabescu, and Frank 2020). However, in this section we are focused on
structural differences in the AMRs.
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Figure 6
Gold English AMR and our annotation for parallel sentences (some roles removed for brevity of
presentation).

Figure 7
An English and Chinese sentence pair from the dataset, displaying slight variation in the
translation.

One example of sentences being slight variants of each other rather than literal
translations is the sentence pair seen in Figure 7. The annotation (same for both annota-
tors) received a Smatch score of 43% similarity with the gold English AMR. The majority
of the sentences are closely parallel, so we expect that the difference we are quantifying
is an effect of syntactic and semantic divergence between Chinese and English.7

3.1.4 Accounting for Design Differences. A few relatively superficial differences in anno-
tation guidelines between Chinese and English need to be accounted for, as they may
impact the Smatch score without being a direct reflection of source language impact. We
found four types of differences that have an impact on AMR structure:

• CAMR uses the concept mean for elaboration, often included to indicate
parentheticals or colons (present in 3 AMR pairs)

7 If Chinese and English gold AMRs are released in different domains in future work, it would be
interesting to repeat this analysis on those texts and compare our findings.
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Table 2
Smatch scores without each of the four design differences.

Removed Diff. Anno.1/Gold Anno.2/Gold

None 41% 44%

Mean 43% 44%
Cause 41% 44%
Beneficiary 41% 43%
Quotation 41% 43%

All 42% 45%

• CAMR uses the concept cause instead of cause-01 to refer to the cause of
an event, which is considered a non-core role (in 4 AMR pairs)

• CAMR occasionally uses :beneficiary instead of :arg2 to refer to
indirect object (in 5 AMR pairs)

• While English AMR does not account for the sentence being a quotation,
CAMR roots all quotations with say (in 13 AMR pairs). In English AMR,
only the first sentence in the quotation, starting with open quotes, is
rooted with say. In Chinese AMR, any sentence containing quotes is
rooted with say.

As seen in Table 2, even when removing all AMR pairs noticeably affected by
schema differences, the Smatch score similarity between our annotations and the gold
English AMRs only increases incrementally, and a large effect of source language re-
mains. This indicates that the dissimilarity we measure in AMR structure is not due to
differences in annotation schema.

3.1.5 Conclusion. Our case study between Chinese and English serves as an analysis of
the impact of linguistic divergence between those two languages on AMR structure.
For a small dataset of 120 Chinese AMRs with English concept labels annotated with
our approach, we analyze Smatch score differences between our Chinese AMRs with
English concept labels and the corresponding gold English AMRs. This represents a
novel approach to quantifying effect of source language on AMR structure. Through
our annotation process of translating Chinese concepts to English, we find that there
is a dramatic impact on AMR structures, with Smatch scores between our annotations
and the gold English AMRs falling below 50%. For comparison, inter-annotator Smatch
scores within a single language (Chinese) in the same domain have been reported at
83% (Li et al. 2016).

From these Smatch scores, we are able to demonstrate that the source language has
a dramatic effect on the structure of an AMR, even if the AMR is a gold annotation with
no noise introduced by automatic parsing. This result has important implications for
(1) identifying cross-linguistic inconsistencies in the AMR schema, and (2) interpreting
scores in cross-lingual AMR parsing evaluations (Damonte 2019).8

8 “Cross-lingual AMR parsing” typically refers to parsing a sentence from a language other than English
into a standard English AMR.
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As a meaning representation, it is critical that an AMR graph effectively reflect
the meaning of the sentence being parsed, regardless of the language being parsed.
These results suggest that source language has a noteworthy impact on AMR structure.
This substantive impact on AMR structure motivates further consideration for source
language when working with AMR cross-lingually—either in evaluating cross-lingual
AMR parsers or when developing and comparing AMR schemas in new languages.

3.2 Translating before Parsing versus after Parsing: AMR versus
String-level Semantics

While §3.1 discussed the effect of source language on manually annotated gold AMRs,
here we move towards the effect of source language on automatically parsed AMRs.
Prior work on cross-lingual AMR parsing has shown that first translating a non-English
sentence into English, and then parsing the translated English sentence into an AMR,
results in relatively high (67.6 for German, 72.3 for Spanish, 70.7 for Italian, and 59.1
for Chinese) Smatch score against the gold English AMRs (Uhrig et al. 2021). In §3.1,
we found that lexicalizing the (gold) Chinese AMR into English after parsing leads to
noticeably lower Smatch scores (Smatch similarity scores of 41% and 44%, for Annotator
1 and 2, respectively), even though there is no noise introduced by automatic parsing,
given that the parsing is manual.

The question that then arises is why translating the sentence first and then pars-
ing into an AMR (“translate-then-parse”) results in more similar Smatch scores than
lexicalizing the AMRs after parsing (“parse-then-lexicalize”). In this experiment, we
consider the difference between (1) translating a non-English sentence into English, and
then parsing that English sentence into an AMR, per Uhrig et al. (2021) versus (2) parsing
a non-English sentence into non-English AMR, and then lexicalizing the concepts in the
non-English AMR into English, per §3.1.

These two processes are depicted in Figure 8. Notably, Uhrig et al. (2021) demon-
strate that translating a non-English sentence into English first, and then parsing that

Figure 8
Flow diagram of the translate-then-parse (Uhrig et al. 2021) and parse-then-lexicalize §3.1
processes. Boxes corresponding to sentences are in blue, and boxes corresponding to AMR
graphs are in green.
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sentence using an English AMR parser, is an effective and accurate approach to parsing
non-English sentences. §3.1, on the other hand, finds a large difference between parallel
AMRs for which the non-English AMR was parsed then lexicalized.

These disparate results raise a question of the differences between parallel AMRs
and parallel sentences, and how both relate to the act of translation itself. This work
will look into what type of semantic difference is being captured across languages
at the AMR-level, versus in text-form (by simply looking at the string), causing a
difference in Smatch score in the previous set of results. To examine this question of
the difference between translating then parsing versus parsing then lexicalizing (even
when accounting for schema differences), we compute translate-then-parse scores for
the AMRs presented in §3.1.

3.2.1 Results. We compare Smatch scores of AMRs for the same set of sentences produced
via the parse-then-lexicalize method (detailed in §3.1, Chinese sentences parsed in
Chinese AMR graphs, lexicalized into English) and the translate-then-parse method
(Chinese sentences translated into English, parsed into English AMR graphs). We find
that if first translating the Chinese sentence to English and then parsing, the similarity
of those AMRs with the English AMRs is about 10% (via Smatch) higher on average
than if comparing the gold AMRs without lexical differences. As shown in Table 3, the
translate-then-parse scores were on average 9.61% Smatch higher than the average of
the parse-then-lexicalize scores (comparing AMRs which were parsed from English
translations of the original Chinese sentences, with AMRs parsed from the original
English sentences). This is very surprising because the automatic machine translation
approach per Uhrig et al. (2021) leads to more parallelism between the AMRs than
lexicalizing after parsing even when compared against gold human annotations.

This indicates that there are in fact some divergences that AMR is sensitive to that
are removed when first translating the sentence, rather than faithfully representing the
semantics via AMR of the original Chinese sentence, divergences included. This also
suggests that some portion of the difference seen between the lexicalized Chinese AMRs
and the gold English AMRs may be due to the literary genre because the translate-then-
parse scores still indicate a sizable amount of semantic difference in the sentence pairs,
with an average Smatch score of 52.44% when first translating the Chinese to English.
Therefore, it is likely that some of these differences in the parse-then-lexicalize scores
are due to translation in the literary work of The Little Prince making the sentences not

Table 3
Comparing the gold English and lexicalized Chinese AMRs for The Little Prince via Smatch.
Anno. 1 and Anno. 2 are the Smatch scores between the lexicalized Chinese AMRs and the gold
English AMRs, as reported in §3.1. T+P are our new translate-then-parse scores for the same
dataset, first translating the Chinese sentences and then parsing them into English AMRs.
The reported score is the Smatch score between those AMRs parsed from the Chinese
sentences and the gold English AMRs. “Diff,” indicating the average amount by which the
translate-then-parse scores are higher than the parse-then-lexicalize, is calculated as follows:
AVG(T + P − AVG(Anno.1, Anno.2)), averaging across every individual test point in the dataset.

Gold Auto

Anno. 1 Anno. 2 T+P Diff

41% 44% 52% 10%
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exactly parallel, while some differences reflect semantic divergences captured by the
AMR not easily visible in the string itself. Recall that the parsed-then-lexicalized AMRs
are gold AMRs, so parser quality is not a potential cause of difference between translate-
then-parse scores and parse-then-lexicalize scores.

3.2.2 Qualitative Analysis. Qualitatively, we find that sentence pairs where Smatch sim-
ilarity is higher via translate-then-parse than parse-then-lexicalize suffer from overem-
phasis of differences in lexicalization. Parallel AMRs where equivalent concepts are
reflected as multiple words (a phrase or compound) in one AMR and one word in the
other AMR result in a decrease in Smatch score (this issue of lexicalization in AMR
is further discussed in §5.2). AMR/Smatch places more emphasis on these sorts of
differences than a human would. The direct annotation from language (i.e., here from
Chinese) maintains the lexicalization of the source language, while first translating the
sentence to English conforms these n-to-one word pairs to what would typically appear
in the English sentence.

Further, AMR is not robust enough to lexical paraphrases within the language
or outside of the language, pointing to potential issues with AMR functioning cross-
lingually. If expressed as one word in one language and multiple words in another
language, the use of embeddings (such as in S2match [Opitz, Parcalabescu, and Frank
2020], XS2match [Wein and Schneider 2022], and Weisfeiler-Leman [Opitz, Daza, and
Frank 2021]) won’t actually mitigate the effect of structural differences induced by n-to-
one word pairings across languages.

Also, we find that the quality of the automatic translation in the translate-then-
parse method has a drastic effect on difference between translate-then-parse versus
parse-then-lexicalize; when the automatic translation closely conforms to the target
language (English), the similarity between the two AMRs is much higher than when
the translation remains more faithful to the source language (Chinese).

Ultimately, this experimentation reveals that the effect of source language on AMR
structure comes from directly parsing that language into an AMR, and that this effect
is less pronounced when first translating to English. This finding suggests that the
effect of source language on AMR is due to encoding from the language itself, and
mitigating language effect through machine translation will lead to more English-like
AMRs. AMR’s approach to “meaning” is sensitive to concept-level packaging, pre-
serving certain nuances of construal (Trott et al. 2020) that a human might alter in
paraphrasing/translation.

3.3 Spanish versus Chinese Language Effect

Thus far, we have identified that AMR, when parsing directly from the source language,
captures some differences that are not captured when we first translate the Chinese
sentence to English. It may be that the structural differences between Chinese and
English are causing the AMRs to diverge, so we next perform a similar analysis on
Spanish-English sentence pairs. To examine the effect of source language on AMR
structure for two different languages, in the same genre, we perform a small Smatch
analysis on gold Chinese and Spanish AMR annotations of The Little Prince.

Prior work comparing Chinese versus Czech AMRs to English AMRs has indicated
that different languages may be more compatible with English AMR (Urešová, Hajič,
and Bojar 2014). In order to address the potential amount of structural difference caused
by the language itself (Chinese versus Spanish in comparison to English), we perform a
basic comparison of the raw Smatch scores for Spanish and Chinese AMRs of The Little
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Table 4
Smatch scores for comparisons between Chinese and English (En-Zh) gold AMRs annotating
parallel sentences from The Little Prince (LPP), English and Spanish (En-Es) gold AMRs
annotating parallel sentences from The Little Prince.

En-Zh LPP En-Es LPP

25% 30%

Prince. We use the Spanish Little Prince gold AMRs from Migueles-Abraira, Agerri, and
Diaz de Ilarraza (2018) and the Chinese gold AMRs from Li et al. (2016). We find that
the Spanish annotations of The Little Prince are not much more similar to the English
annotations than the Chinese are, with the Chinese-English Little Prince Smatch score
being 0.25 and the Spanish-English Little Prince Smatch score being 0.30 (as seen in
Table 4). This suggests that in Experiment 1, the results are not exclusive to Chinese,
because the amount of structural similarity for Spanish-English Little Prince AMRs is
close to that for the Chinese-English Little Prince AMRs.

This experimentation confirms that the effect of language on AMR structure ap-
pears regardless of whether you are parsing from Chinese or Spanish, suggesting that
this effect is not isolated to one language or another based on similarity to English.

Given the fact that these AMRs are not lexicalized, we also want to ensure that
named entity overlap is not causing a sizable impact on Smatch score. In the Chinese
The Little Prince annotations, no English named entities are present. One book title (“The
Real Story”) is referenced in the English AMRs for the same sentences, and the Chinese
tokens (真实的故事) are also present in the parallel Chinese AMRs. This named entity
does cause a divergent number of operators for that name concept, but as this is the
only named entity in all of these AMRs, named entities do not play a notable role
in this comparison. Likewise, in the Spanish The Little Prince annotations, there are
no named entities appearing, and the same is true for the associated parallel English
AMRs (this is a different subset of The Little Prince than the Chinese AMR subcorpus).
Similarly, there is no token overlap for tokens that are not named entities (for either the
Spanish and Chinese), ensuring that lexical overlap is not causing a sizable impact on
Smatch score.

3.4 Summary of Findings: Quantifying Differences between Parallel AMRs

In this section, we have explored the impact of language on AMR structure, in order to
quantify the amount of difference between parallel AMRs. We find that:

1. AMRs substantially structurally differ when annotating parallel
sentences in different languages;

2. this divergence is less pronounced when first translating to English; and

3. this holds regardless of whether the source language is Chinese or
Spanish.

This suggests that, in its current state, AMR is impacted by source language, which
can pose a challenge to cross-lingual work. In the next two sections, we set out to
understand these cross-lingual differences being captured by AMR by first analyzing
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the specific structural divergences, and then comparing AMR-level semantics to what
is captured in text form.

4. Analyzing Cross-lingual Differences

Now that we have quantified differences in cross-lingual AMR pairs, we consider
why these differences appear. Here, we will study more closely why exactly these
differences appear.

A variety of factors come into play in translating from one language into another
(Dorr 1990; Dorr and Voss 1993). The resulting parallel texts are not always completely
equivalent in meaning. Differences/divergences between the source and target may
reflect lexical or grammatical differences between the two languages, stylistic consid-
erations, or simply the translator’s preference for idiomatic phrasing.9

Identifying translation divergences may enable more nuanced use of parallel text
in applications; for example, it has been shown that translation divergences have a
measurable impact on machine translation (Vyas, Niu, and Carpuat 2018). This infor-
mation on the types and causes of divergence enables these parallel texts to be more
fully utilized in cross-lingual natural language processing tasks. Specifically, different
types of semantic divergences impact the performance of neural machine translation
systems differently (Briakou and Carpuat 2021), which motivates work to categorize
and describe divergences in parallel texts.

Taking advantage of the fact that AMR resources and tools have been developed
for a variety of languages (§2.2) and given the usefulness of AMR for downstream
multilingual tasks such as machine translation (Song et al. 2019; Nguyen, Pham, and
Dinh 2021), we seek to detect and explain divergences in cross-lingual AMR pairs. AMR
makes for a useful tool in the study of divergences by stripping away the grammar of
the sentence to focus on the core aspects of meaning. Faced with ambiguity in language
and multiple ways to express the same meaning, AMR condenses meaning in spite of
variation to expose the key information of the sentence.

In order to explore why these cross-lingual AMR divergences appear, we analyze
the causes and types of differences between parallel AMRs. We develop an annotation
schema for these divergences, and annotate a small subset of existing Spanish-English
AMR pairs with their AMR divergences (both type and cause).

Motivated by our coarse-grained, quantitative analysis of language-induced differ-
ences in AMR structure in the previous section, here we perform a fine-grained analysis
of the types of structural differences found in cross-lingual AMR pairs. The structure
of an AMR reflects the semantic relations of the sentence, so structural divergences (a
difference in the structure of an AMR graph, whether it be the label or role) between
multilingual AMR pairs serve as a reflection of semantic differences between a sentence
and its translation.

We develop and present a categorization schema to identify both the type and the
cause of the divergence (detailed in §4.1). The causes of divergence include semantic
divergence, annotation divergence, and syntactic divergence. The types of divergence
are rooting with different focus, adding/omitting non-core role difference, choosing
a different non-core role, switching an argument and non-core role, adding/omitting
an argument, and choosing a different argument. The reasons for annotating both the
type and cause of a structural divergence are to (1) make the data more adaptable

9 Semantic divergences are covered more fully in §2.5.
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Figure 9
Types of structural divergence.

to cross-lingual NLP applications, (2) identify non-literal translations, (3) make AMR
more cross-linguistically consistent (relevant for incorporating AMR into cross-lingual
applications such as neural machine translation [Song et al. 2019]), and (4) investigate
the ways in which annotation, semantics, and syntax play a role in cross-lingual AMR
parsing (which are concerns for cross-lingual AMR parsing previously pointed out in
Damonte [2019]). Next, we show example annotations in §4.2.

We then annotate a set of 50 parallel English-Spanish AMR annotations from The Lit-
tle Prince (Migueles-Abraira 2017) and 200 English-Spanish AMR annotations from the
Spanish annotations of AMR 2.0 (Wein et al. 2022a) using our divergence schema and
make these annotations available online (presented in §4.3). Using this small set of gold
annotated data, we are able to explore the comprehensiveness and meaningfulness of
this annotation schema. We then examine the frequency and types of these divergences
in each of the two datasets. Finally, we discuss the implications of our findings on AMR
parsing and cross-lingual tasks (§4.4).

4.1 Cross-lingual AMR Divergence Annotation Schema

We develop a categorization schema to be able to identify with granularity the type of
structural divergence as well as the cause of the divergence between the two AMRs.

If an AMR pair has a structural divergence, meaning there is some difference in
the way that the two AMRs are structured, there must be both a type of divergence
(Figure 9) and a cause for the divergence (Figure 10).

Cause of Divergence

The cause of the divergence can be:

• Semantic divergences (“sem”): due to translation choice, e.g., an instant
later / instantly.10

10 The examples given here for illustration are an English phrase and a literal translation of the Spanish
phrase; they are presented in greater detail below.
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Figure 10
Causes of structural divergence.

• Annotation divergences (“anno”): due to annotation choice, e.g., rooting
the AMRs with “erupt” versus “seem” in the case of Volcanic eruptions are
like fires in a chimney / Volcanic eruptions are like the fire of a chimney. While
the annotators could have converged on isomorphic AMRs, specific
choices made by the annotators/annotator disagreement led to
divergence in the graphs.

• Syntactic divergences (“synt”): inherent differences between the
languages, e.g., belonged to a businessman / was of a businessman. The
annotators could not have agreed because the translated concepts are
conveyed differently within the AMR structure.

In the case of semantic divergences, the Spanish translation is an inexact, non-literal,
translation of the English sentence (or vice versa). For annotation divergences, the
Spanish translation is a literal translation of the English sentence but the AMR was
annotated differently nonetheless. Syntactic divergences arise because of a feature of
the language (either English or Spanish), leading to a structural divergence in the AMR
pair.

Type of Divergence

As shown in Figure 9, the type of structural divergence can be:

1. a different focus (“focus”)

2. a difference between the arguments/core roles (“diffarg” or “omitarg”)

3. the same label/feature being an argument in one AMR and a non-core
role in the other AMR (“switch”)

4. a difference between non-core roles (“diffnoncore” or “omitnoncore”).

These four subcategories are listed by decreasing degree of granularity and effect
on the structure of the rest of the AMR.

If the focus is different between the two AMRs, then the entire rest of the structure
differs by definition, because the arguments and non-core roles that the focus can take
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on differ. Therefore, if an AMR pair is annotated with each having a different focus, then
it is not possible to then annotate argument differences or non-core role differences.

In the paragraphs that follow, we include and explain the annotation of 7
illustrative examples.

4.2 Example Annotations

Example of focus, sem

One example of a focus difference due to translation is shown in Figure 2. The focus,
or root, of the AMR graph is the head/first node in the AMR. Here the focus differs
because of the translation from the awkward “Which is your planet?” to the Spanish
“¿De qué planeta eres?” which more explicitly asks about the geographic origin of the
person being asked the question. The translation is a non-literal translation and the
Spanish AMR reflects the Spanish sentence.

Example of focus, anno

An example of a different focus due to annotation choice includes the AMR pair for the
English sentence Volcanic eruptions are like fires in a chimney. and the parallel Spanish
sentence las erupciones volcánicas son como el fuego de una chimenea. The focus difference
here, where in the English sentence the focus is erupt and in the Spanish sentence the
focus is parecer (seem), is due to annotation divergence in these gold annotations. The
Spanish translation is a very literal translation of the English sentence. There are no
other inherent language differences that place more emphasis on the “seeming” in the
Spanish sentence either. Therefore, the difference is due to neither semantic divergence,
being a literal translation, nor due to syntactic divergence; the difference is due to
annotator discrepancy.

English: Volcanic eruptions are like fires in a chimney.
(e / erupt-0

:ARG1 (v / volcano)
:ARG1-of (r / resemble-01

:ARG2 (f / fire
:location (c / chimney))))

Spanish: Las erupciones volcánicas son como el fuego de una chimenea.
Literal translation: Volcanic eruptions are like the fire of a chimney.
(p / parecer

:ARG0 (e / erupción

:mod (v / volcánico))

:ARG1 (s / ser-de-91

:ARG1 (f / fuego)

:ARG2 (c / chimenea)))

Similarly, if an argument is added/omitted or the label for an argument and non-
core role are switched, then it is not possible to annotate a non-core role difference. It is
still possible to have more than one structural divergence in an AMR pair because there
are often multiple arguments and non-core roles in an AMR, so multiple differences
may occur which do not explicitly encompass the others.
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Example of switch, anno

An AMR pair with English sentence: To forget a friend is sad. and Spanish sentence Olvidar
a un amigo es triste. is an example of the infrequent “switch.” This pair annotates forget
in English as an :ARG0, while olvidar (forget) in Spanish is annotated as :domain. This
is due to an annotation divergence. The English PropBank entry for sad-02 denotes
:ARG0 as being the causer of the sadness which makes it an appropriate choice for
the English, and the same guidelines were being referenced for the Spanish AMR
annotation. Therefore this is due to annotation divergence, and likely is an annotation
error in the Spanish AMR.

Additionally, an argument difference can be due to adding/omitting an argument,
or because for the same argument label (e.g., :arg0) different arguments are chosen. If
the same part of the sentence/feature of the AMR is featured as an:arg0 in one AMR and
an :arg1 in the other AMR, this counts as two added/omitted arguments because the
annotator judged that there was sufficient evidence for an :arg0, but this was omitted
in the other AMR, and vice versa.

Example of diffarg, synt

The :ARG1 difference between businessman and hombre (man) is due to syntactic
divergence. Hombre de negocios is the Spanish translation of businessman, and literally
means “man of business,” and thus is structured in the AMR as hombre (man), :mod
negocio (business).

English: The fourth planet belonged to a businessman.
(b / belong-01

:ARG0 (p / planet
:ord (o / ordinal-entity:value 4))

:ARG1 (b3 / businessman))

Spanish: El cuarto planeta era de un hombre de negocios.
Literal translation: The fourth planet was of a businessman.

(p / pertenecer

:ARG0 (p2 / planeta

:ord (e / entidad-ordinal:valor 4))

:ARG1 (h / hombre

:mod (n / negocio)))

Similarly to the diffarg label, a non-core role difference can be due to adding/
omitting a non-core role, or because for the same argument label difference non-core
roles are chosen.

Example of diffnoncore, sem

This difference in the non-core attribute (:time/:tiempo) is due to semantic diver-
gences, being a non-literal Spanish translation. The English sentence says “an instant
later,” while the Spanish translation literally says “instantly.” This is thus reflected in
the corresponding AMRs.
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English: “I think it is time for breakfast,” she added an instant later.
(a / add-01

:ARG0 (s / she)
:ARG1 (t / think-01

:ARG0 s
:ARG1 (t2 / time

:purpose (b / breakfast-01)))
:time (l / late

:degree (m / more
:quant (i / instant))))

Spanish: “Creo que es la hora de desayunar,” añadió ella al instante.
Literal translation: “I think it’s time for breakfast,” she added instantly.
(a / a~nadir

:ARG0 (e / ella)

:ARG1 (c / creer

:ARG0 e

:ARG1 (h / hora

:propósito (d / desayunar)))

:tiempo (a2 / al-instante))

Example with two omitnoncore, synt divergences

In English, :grado corresponds to :degree, so the degree is included in the Spanish
sentence, but the domain is included in the English sentence. This is due to syntactic
divergence because a natural Spanish translation of “that is funny” would literally
translate in English to “how funny,” making degree more appropriate than domain.

English: That is funny!
(f2 / funny

:domain (t2 / that))

Spanish: ¡Qué gracioso!
Literal translation: How funny!
(g / gracioso

:grado (t / tan))

Example of no divergence

These AMRs are equivalent in every way, having equivalent sets of labels/relations, as
well as the same arguments for each label.

English: Draw me a sheep. . .
(d / draw-01

:ARG0 (y / you)
:ARG1 (s / sheep)
:ARG2 (i / i)
:mode imperative)

Spanish: Dibújame una oveja. . .
Literal translation: Draw me a sheep. . .
(d / dibujar

:ARG0 (t / tú)
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:ARG1 (o / oveja)

:ARG2 (y / yo)

:modo imperativo)

4.3 Annotated Data

In order to demonstrate the scope, effectiveness, and utility of this annotation schema,
we annotate two English-Spanish corpora: a small corpus of sentences from The Little
Prince within the literary domain (Migueles-Abraira, Agerri, and Diaz de Ilarraza 2018),
and a larger corpus of sentences from the news and Web domain (Wein et al. 2022a).

First, we annotate a small corpus of English-Spanish sentences within the domain
of literary works. We use a set of 50 English-Spanish AMR pairs, representing parallel
sentences from The Little Prince (Migueles-Abraira, Agerri, and Diaz de Ilarraza 2018).
Given the nature of The Little Prince being a literary work, Migueles-Abraira, Agerri, and
Diaz de Ilarraza developed Spanish translations that would closely mirror the English
versions so as to largely avoid the effect of literary translation. The English sentences
selected from the larger dataset were chosen based on the fact that they collectively
represent relevant linguistic issues hindering Spanish AMR annotation: NP ellipses,
third person possessive pronouns, third person clitic pronouns, and the usage of the
particle se.

In Wein and Schneider (2021), we annotated the 50 Spanish-English AMR pairs
with a divergence classification. If there was no structural divergence, then none were
listed. It is possible to have more than one structural divergence (type,cause pair) so any
structural divergence is listed with its individual cause.

As it is difficult to draw firm conclusions about naturally occurring divergences
from only these 50 pairs, for this article we expand our investigation by performing
an additional 200 Spanish-English annotations (by the same annotator). While the 50
AMRs were manually edited to make the Spanish sentences more like the English, in
this examination we make use of 200 Spanish-English AMR pairs which are both longer
and also have not been edited to make the sentences more similar. This ensures that
the semantic and annotation dissimilarity organic to cross-lingual AMR comparisons
appears in addition to any syntactically induced divergences. Therefore, we are able to
examine the relationship between causes and types of divergences in this expanded,
and less synthetically parallel, cross-lingual AMR setting.

Specifically, we annotate 200 sentences pairs from the Spanish AMR corpus (Wein
et al. 2022a), aligned with their AMR 2.0 - Four Translations English counterparts (Knight
et al. 2021): 100 sentences from the “Consensus” portion, which consists of DARPA
GALE weblog and Wall Street Journal data; 40 sentences from the “DFA” portion, which
consists of BOLT discussion forum source data; and 60 sentences from the “BOLT” por-
tion, which consists of BOLT discussion forum machine translation data from Mandarin
Chinese to English.

For the four subcorpora annotated (totaling 250 Spanish-English AMR pairs) in this
study, their number of nodes in the dataset and average number of concepts per AMR
are listed in Table 5.

The Annotation Process

All sentence pairs were annotated by the designer of the annotation scheme, who is
fluent in both English and Spanish. There were few apparent difficulties in applying
the scheme. The primary question was whether divergences that seemed like they were
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Table 5
AMR pairs annotated for divergences: existing 50 (Wein and Schneider 2021) and new 200
English-Spanish with their source data, number of annotated AMR pairs, datasets, document
lengths for the English AMRs (via total number of concepts), and average number of concepts
per English AMR. The data from The Little Prince originates from Migueles-Abraira, Agerri, and
Diaz de Ilarraza (2018).

Source Data Annotated Pairs Eng Concepts Concepts per Eng AMR

The Little Prince 50 384 7.68
Consensus (Wein et al. 2022a) 100 1,415 14.15
DFA (Wein et al. 2022a) 40 461 11.53
BOLT (Wein et al. 2022a) 60 1,851 18.51

due to syntactic divergences were in fact inherent properties of the language or were
imposed due to stylistic choices of the translator, as this relies on expert knowledge of
both languages. Reliability of the annotations could be validated by extending the study
to include additional annotators and calculating inter-annotator agreement.

Distribution of Corpus

Figure 11 shows the breakdown of cause of divergence for the 50 pairs from The Little
Prince, as well as the relationship between type of divergence and cause. Specifically,
it contains the number of instances of every structural divergence caused by each of
the three causes, with the types of structural divergences in rows and the causes of
structural divergences in columns. While different focus and different arg chosen are
regularly due to annotation choice, different non-core role chosen or omitted non-
core role are much more often due to translation choice. Of the 50 multilingual AMR
pairs, 13 pairs had no structural divergence, 11 pairs had multiple divergences (9 pairs
with 2 divergences and 2 pairs with 3 divergences), and 26 pairs have one structural
divergence. There were 49 divergences in total.

The results in Figure 11 demonstrate that there is a considerable discrepancy
between type of divergence and cause. While non-core role divergences tend to be
primarily due to semantic divergences, argument divergences tend to be due to an-
notation divergences or syntactic divergences. Change in focus tends to be due to an

Figure 11
Number of instances of each structural divergence, and the number of times they were due to
each cause of divergence, for the 50 Spanish-English annotations of The Little Prince. Greener
cells indicate higher numbers and redder cells indicate lower numbers of instances. Sums across
rows (types of divergence) and columns (causes of divergence) are found in clear cells to the
right and bottom, respectively.
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Figure 12
Number of instances of each structural divergence, and the number of times they were due to
each cause of divergence, for the new 200 annotations of the Spanish AMR corpus (Wein et al.
2022a).

annotation divergence. The root serves as a representation of the central focus or topic
of the sentence, so this relationship suggests that the central topic of the sentence is not
changing between the parallel texts and instead the different focus annotation is due to
annotator discrepancy.

The analysis of the data from The Little Prince revealed that, in a scenario where
the cross-lingual AMR guidelines are the same and the sentences are altered to be more
literally parallel to enable AMR parallelism, there are clearly differences which appear
in Spanish-English AMR pairs due to the language itself, in addition to translation
divergences and annotator choice. Now, we investigate the causes for and types of
divergences in a more organic cross-lingual scenario. This allows us to see how these
diverges emerge in a situation where the AMRs are more dissimilar and there are
differences in annotation approach/guidelines.

Figure 12 includes the types and causes of divergence for the 200 news and Web
annotations. Of the 200 AMR pairs, 21 had no divergence, and there were 245 diver-
gences total. The pairs had 0 to 3 divergences per AMR and there was an average of
1.23 divergences per AMR. Some similar patterns emerge in this set of results as the 50
annotation results, such as the fact that both different focus and different arg are two
of the most common types of divergences, both primarily appearing due to annotation
choice.

Notably, there is a much higher proportion of annotation-induced divergences in
this corpus, likely due to the fact that the sentences and AMRs were not designed to be
more parallel, as they were for the 50 annotations of The Little Prince. This is also likely
the same reason that we see a higher portion of “sem” divergences in this dataset. It is
also possible that, given the fact that the Spanish AMR dataset had different guidelines
that this could have led to the emergence of some the “anno” divergences.

We also see a higher rate of different non-core roles chosen. This is indicative of the
fact that these AMRs have a larger depth and thus have more annotations where, for
example, one portion of the AMR is affected by a different arg chosen whereas another
portion of the AMR is affected by a different non-core role chosen (recalling that if an
argument is changed, any “changed” dependents are not also marked as divergent).

4.4 Implications for AMR Parsing and Cross-lingual Tasks

The results of this study indicate that cross-lingual AMR pairs actually do sometimes
inherently differ because of properties of the language, so these differences need to be
accounted for when developing cross-lingual AMR systems.
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As Xue et al. (2014) identifies divergences between Czech, Chinese, and English
annotations in parallel texts that affect the degree to which AMR is able to serve as an
interlingua, we similarly investigate the causes and ways in which AMR falls short of
being an interlingua, tested on the cross-lingual case of Spanish and English. Notably,
due to the granularity of our annotation schema, we are able to both describe and
quantify the divergence. We identify pairs of AMRs as being more than solely divergent,
by rigorously classifying each type of divergence, as well as attributing each divergence
to one of three causes: semantics, annotation, or syntax.

Additionally, we show that the structure provided in AMR allows many diver-
gences to be identified and categorized by an annotator, even cross-lingually. As such,
AMR facilitates analysis that would be impossible from the strings or syntax trees alone.
This motivates future work leveraging the semantic information captured by cross-
lingual AMR pairs to identify sentences as being divergent or equivalent.

Finally, we find that, as one would expect, cross-lingual sentence pairs that are not
made to be more parallel contain a higher rate of semantically and annotation choice–
induced divergences than cross-lingual sentence pairs which are made to be parallel
by enforcing similar English annotation practices and reducing semantic translation
divergence.

4.5 Summary of Findings: Analyzing Cross-lingual Differences

We have presented our annotation schema for classification of structural divergences
in cross-lingual meaning representations and produced 250 Spanish-English annotated
examples. We demonstrate with our annotation schema and analysis of the annotated
dataset that structural divergence in pairs of cross-lingual meaning representations can
serve as a meaningful proxy of divergences between parallel texts. Therefore, tools
that rely on highly literal translations, such as pre-trained machine translation systems,
could benefit from applying this structural divergence annotation schema to cross-
lingual Abstract Meaning Representations of the data.

Having found that there are measurable differences in AMR structure induced by
the language of the sentence being parsed (§3), in this section, we set out to investigate
the types and causes of these differences in structure. We find that AMR pairs do
sometimes differ because of properties of the language being parsed—as well as because
of annotation and translation differences. We have seen that there are specific differences
in the language that are encoded into AMRs. In the final set of studies (§5), we explore
how cross-lingual differences are encoded at the AMR-level versus in the string/text
itself.

5. Comparing AMR vs. String-level Semantics Across Languages

In the previous two sections, we have shown that language-based differences are
inherent to the structure of an AMR parsed from that language. In this section, we
consider how what is captured by two AMR graphs differs from what is captured by
their corresponding sentences, at the string-level (e.g., how does the meaning inferred
from simply scanning a sentence in its string form compare to the meaning inferred
from reading an AMR?). The idea here is that AMR makes structural relations explicit,
whereas shallower representations overlook them, which could give wrong impressions
about meaning overlap. Specifically, we explore whether language-based divergences
present themselves differently when captured by AMR versus by the string/text. We
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use “string-level” equivalence to describe the act of judging (either by machine or
human) sentences as being equivalent based on the text itself, without using a sym-
bolic meaning representation as an intermediary. AMR equivalence, on the other hand,
identifies whether the AMR graphs of two sentences are equivalent or not (essentially,
isomorphic).

We test this empirically as follows. First, we compare three AMR-based sentence
similarity metrics and an embedding-based metric, BERTscore (Zhang et al. 2020), in a
cross-lingual setting with respect to human judgments of semantic similarity.

Second, we compare how AMR-based metrics (again, versus string-based metrics)
are able to capture fine-grained divergences. We hypothesize that AMR will be able to
capture differences in meaning at a finer granularity than string-based metrics. We
develop a novel approach to semantic divergence detection, which leverages the explicit
semantics of AMR, and compare the amount of divergence detected by human string-
level judgments versus AMR metrics. To do this for gold AMRs, we determine whether
all of the string-level equivalent sentences correspond to isomorphic AMRs, showing
that strings that are deemed equivalent may still have finer-grained differences captured
in the AMR pair. Then, using automatically parsed AMRs, we are able to set a threshold
that identifies the most semantically equivalent sentence pairs.

5.1 Background on Semantic Textual Similarity

One of the ways in which we compare how sentences and AMRs capture meaning in
this section is through the lens of semantic textual similarity. Semantic textual similar-
ity (STS) is the task of judging the graded semantic equivalence of two sentences (Agirre
et al. 2016).

Recent work has incorporated AMR to measure semantic similarity for English.
S3BERT combined AMR metrics with Sentence-BERT by first partitioning Sentence-
BERT embeddings into sub-embeddings, then training these sub-embeddings on sep-
arate components of AMR metrics (Opitz and Frank 2022). Also for English, Leung,
Wein, and Schneider (2022) compared sentence similarity metrics that make use of
vectors (e.g., BERTscore [Zhang et al. 2020]) and those that use AMR graphs (Smatch and
S2match) to identify differences in those monolingual metrics. For generated English,
Manning, Wein, and Schneider (2020) compared human judgments of output from
AMR-to-text generation models against automatic metrics—BLEU (Papineni et al. 2002),
METEOR (Banerjee and Lavie 2005), TER (Snover et al. 2006), CHRF++ (Popović 2017),
and BERTscore—to see how well the automatic metrics correlate with human judgments
of the generated text.

While prior research has either focused on combining explicit information from
graph-based resources with vectors or comparing the two kinds of metrics monolin-
gually, to the best of our knowledge, there has not been a direct, fine-grained compar-
ison between these two kinds of representation across languages. Thus, we investigate
whether such metrics facilitate cross-linguistic comparisons of sentence meanings, and
how the explicit structure afforded by AMR corresponds with embedding represen-
tations of sentences. We explore this below through cross-lingual comparisons of an
embedding-based metric (BERTscore) and AMR-based metrics.11

11 Full details of this study can be found in Wein and Schneider (2022).
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5.2 AMR vs. Embedding-Based Metrics across Languages

In this subsection, we compare three AMR-based sentence similarity metrics and
BERTscore in a cross-lingual setting through the lens of human judgments of semantic
similarity, first quantitatively and then qualitatively.

5.2.1 Cross-lingual Metrics. We develop three cross-lingual versions of AMR similarity
metrics:

1. XSmatch, which translates tokens before applying Smatch (Cai and
Knight 2013). We use the EasyNMT package,12 specifically, the Opus-MT
model, to translate individual elements of the non-English AMR into
English. Being a graph-comparison metric, Smatch compares AMR
graphs rather than strings. Therefore, we are translating individual
elements of the AMR and not the sentence itself. We also remove the
word senses (numeric affixes to the concepts) for ease of translation and
comparison.

2. XSemBleu, which is a cross-lingual version of SemBleu (Song and Gildea
2019). SemBleu is based on the machine translation metric BLEU
(Papineni et al. 2002). Unlike Smatch, which searches for an alignment of
variables between the two graphs, SemBleu instead converts each graph
to a bag of k-grams for comparison. We again translate the non-English
tokens in the non-English AMR; SemBleu does not break the AMR into
triples (where we would translate specific elements of each triple), so we
instead translate the entire non-English AMR to an English AMR. We do
this by iterating token by token over the AMR and determining whether
the current token needs to be translated. For example, parentheses,
digits, and roles starting with a colon do not need to be translated.
Similarly to XSmatch, XSemBleu translates concepts leading to a
modified graph, but XSemBleu translates the text of the whole graph
while XSmatch translates elements of individual triples. This approach to
translation is more intensive than the translation required for individual
tokens in XSmatch. Therefore, we aim to account for translation
discrepancies and errors (e.g., part-of-speech discrepancies) by
truncating the translations to the first n tokens. Given that instead of
translating individual tokens in triples (as we did for XSmatch), we are
translating the entire AMR string, in order to account for effects of more
extensive translation (e.g., part-of-speech discrepancies), we
truncate/cut the translations to the first n = 5 tokens. Specifically, we
truncate after translation for the non-English AMR, and also truncate for
the English AMR. We use the default weights and smoothing function.

3. XS2match, which is a cross-lingual adaptation of S2match (Opitz,
Parcalabescu, and Frank 2020). S2match incorporates word embeddings
into Smatch to account for similarity of concept nodes without the same
token being used. The current implementation of S2match relies on an
external text file of embeddings, with the token being paired to an

12 https://github.com/UKPLab/EasyNMT.
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embedding in the file, and the embedding being retrieved from the text
file for each token. To transport S2match to a multilingual format, we
make use of the LaBSE (Feng et al. 2022) preprocesser and encoder.
LaBSE embeddings are BERT-based cross-lingual sentence embeddings.
We elicit a constant tensor of the word, preprocess it, and encode it to a
LaBSE embedding. A benefit of XS2match is that, unlike XSmatch and
XSemBleu, it does not rely on neural machine translation practices that
could unduly benefit a parser using the same translation tool (e.g., Uhrig
et al. 2021) through exact lexical matching.

5.2.2 Human Evaluation. In order to compare AMR- and embedding-based metrics of
similarity, we use human judgments of sentence similarity. We collect such judgments
for 100 Spanish-English sentence pairs and 150 Chinese-English sentence pairs that have
associated gold AMRs on both sides. Both datasets are doubly annotated (meaning
two people provided similarity judgments for each datapoint) by speakers fluent in
both English and Chinese/Spanish. The sentences for which we retrieved judgments
come from the Chinese annotations of The Little Prince (Li et al. 2016) and the Spanish
annotations (Wein et al. 2022a) of “AMR 2.0 - Four Translations” (Damonte and Cohen
2020). As a point of reference, we also measure correlation between human judgments
and BERTscore, an embedding-based metric designed to assess the quality of generated
sentences (Zhang et al. 2020).

We use both language pairs because Spanish and Chinese are quite different syn-
tactically and vary noticeably in cross-lingual AMR performance. We also only use
sentences that have associated gold AMRs, as opposed to existing sentence similarity
data (Agirre et al. 2016), because we want to avoid introducing noise by relying on
automatic parsers when comparing the AMR similarity with sentence similarity, or
biasing our later assessment of cross-lingual parsers towards the parsers being used.

The parallel English sentences for both the Chinese and Spanish sentences are
very related in meaning to the non-English sentences, so it was necessary to construct
a dataset with varying degrees of sentence similarity (with all sentences still having
associated gold AMRs).

In order to construct a Spanish-English dataset of varying similarities, 100 Spanish
sentences from different genres in Damonte and Cohen (2020) were chosen. When pair-
ing the Spanish and English sentences, so that not all pairs were parallel, we matched
25% of the Spanish sentences to English sentences with little to no relatedness, 50% of
the Spanish sentences to English sentences with moderate relatedness, and 25% of the
Spanish sentences retained their true translation pair, expected to have high similarity.
These pairings were made manually.

A similar approach was used when constructing the Chinese-English dataset, with
66% of the dataset being mostly parallel and 33% of the dataset being mostly divergent
(150 pairs total).

We asked human annotators to provide a score from 0 to 5 of how similar the content
of a Spanish-English or Chinese-English sentence pair is. We use the task instructions
from Agirre et al. (2016) as the basis for our instructions, “where 0 represents two sen-
tences that are unrelated in meaning, and 5 indicates that the two sentences are perfect
paraphrases of each other”. We also added in degrees of similarity to the instructions to
add clarity:

• (0) Completely unrelated
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Table 6
Pearson’s correlation scores between the evaluation metrics (in the columns, along with
BERTscore values of the sentences) and the human judgments of similarity (in the rows, with
BERTscore, again). For each language pair, Chinese-English and Spanish-English, we obtain the
correlation with each of the two annotators as well as the sum of the similarity judgments.

Smatch XSmatch SemBleu XSemBleu XS2match BERTscore
Zh-En Anno. 1 0.43 0.40 0.20 0.42 0.51 0.76
Zh-En Anno. 2 0.38 0.40 0.21 0.40 0.50 0.72
Zh-En Anno. Sum 0.41 0.41 0.21 0.42 0.51 0.75
Zh-En BERTscore 0.46 0.39 0.25 0.38 0.52 1.00
Es-En Anno. 1 0.69 0.79 0.37 0.60 0.77 0.87
Es-En Anno. 2 0.72 0.82 0.39 0.63 0.81 0.86
Es-En Anno Sum 0.72 0.82 0.38 0.63 0.80 0.88
Es-En BERTscore 0.74 0.82 0.41 0.62 0.79 1.00

• (1) Not equivalent but share few subjects

• (2) Not equivalent but share some details

• (3) Roughly equivalent

• (4) Equivalent except for some details

• (5) Completely equivalent

We find that agreement for our sentence similarity protocol is high, with the correla-
tion between annotator judgments being 0.93 for both the Spanish-English annotations
and the Chinese-English annotations.13 The distribution of the sentence similarity scores
is not uniform.14

5.2.3 Results. Table 6 reports correlations between AMR-comparison metrics and
BERTscore with human sentence similarity ratings. For BERTscore, we use the bert-

base-multilingual-cased model with default settings.
First, note that the use of translation (in XSmatch and XSemBleu) is beneficial in

SemBleu for both language pairs and in Smatch for Spanish-English. Applying trans-
lation to Chinese-English data has little effect on Smatch, for reasons discussed later in
this subsection.

Comparing the three cross-lingual metrics, the two with the highest correlation
to human judgments of sentence similarity are XSmatch and XS2match. While the
correlation for Spanish-English is similar for those two multilingual metrics, though
slightly higher via XSmatch, the correlation for Chinese-English is substantially higher
using XS2match. As a result, we recommend XS2match as likely the best metric to use
for cross-lingual AMR parser evaluation.

13 Annotator agreement for the SemEval task (Agirre et al. 2016) is not reported.
14 For the Chinese-English sentences, we initially collected judgments from a third annotator, but that

annotator’s interpretation of similarity was skewed towards saying most of the valid translations were
completely equivalent, so the data was not informative for studying degrees of similarity. As a result we
used the data from two other annotators.
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Notably, though perhaps unsurprisingly, correlation with the Chinese-English hu-
man annotations is lower for all metrics than correlation with the Spanish-English
human annotations. This is likely not due to any issues with the human annotation
itself, because the annotations still correlate well with BERTscore estimates of similarity,
as seen in the final column of Table 6. Nonetheless, the Chinese-English human annota-
tions are less correlated with BERTscore than the Spanish-English human annotations.
Instead, the lower correlation of the Chinese-English annotations with BERTscore than
the Spanish-English is likely due to lower performance on Chinese for the automatic
machine translation systems and embeddings (for XSmatch, XSemBleu, and XS2match),
as well as a greater degree of dissimilarity between the Chinese and English parallel
AMRs than between the Spanish and English parallel AMRs (for all metrics). This
greater degree of dissimilarity for certain AMR pairs has been studied previously (Xue
et al. 2014) and is also evidenced here by the difference in the Smatch column in Table 6.
The baseline Smatch similarity, with no multilingual component, is already much more
correlated with human judgments for Spanish-English than for Chinese-English.

The monolingual Smatch score is already highly correlated with sentence similarity
(for English-Spanish in particular, but for both language pairs broadly) because of
structural similarity between the AMRs and matching between a subset of non-lexical
nodes. For example, the Smatch scores aren’t relying on lexical items as much as they are
relying on the entities (e.g., shared named entities). This presence of names and named
entities may also affect these correlation scores across languages because the Spanish-
English text is from the news domain, which includes many country and person names,
whereas the Chinese-English text is The Little Prince, which includes fewer of these
named entities.

Even with the translation and truncation practices, XSemBleu correlation does not
exceed XS2match correlation for either language pair. We hoped that SemBleu might
be able to overcome structural differences between cross-lingual AMR pairs, but the
undesirable presence of bias in the metric, which cannot be overcome without introduc-
ing a different bias (Opitz, Parcalabescu, and Frank 2020), likely led to the consequence
of correlating less with the human annotations than the other metrics. Still, XSemBleu
correlates fairly well with both language pairs.

We also measure correlation with scores from the BERTscore metric (Zhang et al.
2020), which uses the sentences directly and not the AMR graphs. BERTscore uses BERT-
based models to compare embeddings of the words in the candidate and reference
sentence via cosine similarity. We use BERTscore with the bert-base-multilingual-

cased model as is the default for multilingual pairs. The last column of Table 6 shows
that BERTscore achieves very strong correlations with human judgments. These results
indicate that the embedding-based metric (BERTscore) is superior to the AMR-based
metric overall (when not focusing on fine-grained divergences). We also verify that
sentence length is not a confounding variable in these judgments, with the correlation
between average sentence length and human similarity score being only 0.07.

Reassuringly, the AMR metrics are not too far behind BERTscore, which further sug-
gests that the AMR metrics are likely also capturing semantic similarity fairly accurately.
This is unsurprisingly especially true for XS2match, which uses LaBSE embeddings
(BERT-based cross-lingual sentence embeddings). Rows 4 and 8 of Table 6 compare the
AMR metrics with BERTscore, showing that they are about as well correlated with each
other as the metrics are with human judgments.

5.2.4 Average XS2match and BERTscore Values. While §5.2.3 outlined how AMR-based
XS2match and embedding-based BERTscore correlate with human judgments of
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similarity, in this experiment we consider overall average score produced by these two
metrics on parallel sentences. This points to the general sensitivity of these metrics. In
this experiment, we consider how we directly compare XS2match (Wein and Schneider
2022) scores and BERTscore values for English-Spanish sentences, not using human
judgments of similarity as an intermediary. Here, we ask again: “what is AMR capturing
that string-level sentence comparison is not?” (and vice versa). We hypothesize that
AMR and string-based metrics are somewhat complementary. To do this, we (1) collect
XS2match scores between the aforementioned Spanish-English gold AMRs as well as (2)
collect BERTscore values between those Spanish-English parallel sentences, and then
(3) examine the pairs of sentences where the AMRs and sentences diverge notably to
identify any patterns.

We work with 100 Spanish-English sentences and gold AMRs from the news do-
main. We use the 100 English AMRs/sentences from the AMR 2.0 dataset (Knight
et al. 2017), and their parallel Spanish AMRs/sentences annotating the “AMR 2.0 -
Four Translations” dataset (Wein et al. 2022a; Damonte and Cohen 2020). We use the
news domain here to mitigate any potential genre effects or translation divergences,
noting that the meaning similarity of the sentences in the AMR 2.0/“AMR 2.0 - Four
Translations” dataset is very high, with the sentences being very faithfully translated.

Our results can be seen in Table 7. We find that the XS2match scores are generally
lower than the BERTscore values, further confirming that AMR is more sensitive to
certain differences that are not apparent in a string-based comparison. Pearson’s correla-
tion between the XS2match scores and BERTscore is somewhat low, with a correlation of
0.35. To test the potential impact of sentence length, we also collect Pearson’s correlation
scores for both metrics with sentence length. Sentence length is negatively correlated
with BERTscore (−0.47), and less negatively correlated with XS2match (−0.40), indicat-
ing that XS2match is slightly less sensitive to sentence length than BERTscore.

5.2.5 Qualitative Analysis: N-to-one Word Pairings. Qualitatively, we find that n-to-one
word pairings across languages heavily affect AMR similarity. In particular within the
news domain, syntactic divergences can manifest themselves within names, and AMR
notation based on string order is not effectively able to capture that. For the AMRs in
Figure 13, where the AMR structure is affected by the multi-word proper names, the
XS2match score between the AMRs is 0.66, while the BERTscore between the sentences
is 0.85. String alignment presents a problem for Smatch, in that parallel named entities
with differing world alignment are not seen as equivalent in Smatch (e.g., in Figure 13,
for the case of “International Atomic Energy Agency” and its parallel Agencia Interna-
cional de Energı́a Atómica). Annotation choice and annotation schema differences also
play a role in divergences between the Spanish and English gold AMRs. For example,
for “limited copies of the [...] report” (copias limitadas del informe) in Figure 13, the English

Table 7
On the Spanish-English parallel news texts, the average XS2match F1 score for the AMRs and
the average BERTscore F1 score for the sentences. “Diff” indicates the average amount by which
the BERTscore similarity is higher than the XS2match AMR similarity.

XS2match score BERTscore Diff
79% 85% −6%
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Figure 13
Two parallel Spanish-English sentences and AMRs, which depict the effect of the structure of
named entities on AMR divergence. (Note that the wikification of the English AMRs, omitted
here in these examples, plays a small role in the artificial depression of the similarity between the
two AMRs, as with other annotation schema differences.)

AMR has an :arg1 rooted by publication before denoting that it is a publication of a
copy, while the Spanish AMR’s :arg1 is rooted directly by copia (copy).

These n-to-one word pairings pose one particular challenge to Smatch, contributing
to the differences between AMR- and embedding-based metrics, and furthering the
ways in which AMR is more sensitive to divergences than string-based comparisons.

5.3 Granularity of Meaning Captured by AMR and Embedding-Based Metrics

We have seen that AMR captures different (though overlapping) information from
what a string or embedding encodes. We hypothesize strict semantic details (i.e., diver-
gence from true semantic equivalence) that are often overlooked by simply reading the
string are made explicit in the AMR, highlighting specific semantic information. In this
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Figure 14
Two parallel sentences from the REFreSD dataset marked as having no meaning divergence, for
which the AMRs diverge.

subsection, we investigate the use and ability of AMR to capture meaning to a fine-
grained degree.

Translation between two languages is not always completely meaning-preserving,
and information can be captured by one sentence which is not captured by the other.
For example, consider the parallel French and English sentences from the REFreSD
dataset (Briakou and Carpuat 2020) shown in Figure 14. The French sentence says “tous
les autres édifices” (all other buildings) while the English specifies “all other religious
buildings.” Because the sentence goes on to list religious buildings, it could be inferred
from context that the French is describing other religious buildings. The French author,
for whatever reason, chose to exclude religious; the sentences thus convey the same
overall meaning but are not exactly parallel. Under a strict or close analysis of the
translation, these sentences could be considered divergent, because the meanings are
not identical but at the string-level they are essentially equivalent (and are annotated as
equivalent in the REFreSD corpus).

Semantic divergence (or conversely, semantic equivalence) detection aims to pick
out parallel texts that have less than equivalent meaning. Semantic divergence detection
plays an important role in many cross-lingual NLP tasks, such as translation studies
(Dorr 1994) and machine translation (Carpuat, Vyas, and Niu 2017). Though semantic
divergence across sentences in parallel corpora has been well studied, current detection
methods fail to capture the full scope of semantic divergence. State-of-the-art semantic
divergence systems rely on perceived string-level divergences, which do not entirely
encapsulate all semantic divergences.

Because implicit information can be critical to the understanding of the sentence
(Roth and Anthonio 2021), we argue that a finer-grained measure of semantic equiva-
lence is needed: a way to detect strictly semantically equivalent sentence pairs. In this
work, we demonstrate that parsing sentences into AMR (Banarescu et al. 2013) graphs
and comparing those graphs enables a finer-grained semantic comparison than simply
comparing the sentences. We suspect that AMR may be useful in this case because it
makes explicit every concept and relationship between those concepts present in the
sentence, taxonomically categorizing each concept’s role and argument.

Through analysis of data in two language pairs (English-French and English-
Spanish), we demonstrate that string-level divergence annotations can be coarse-
grained, neglecting slight differences in meaning. We find that comparing two AMR
graphs is an effective way to characterize meaning in order to uncover finer-grained
divergences, and this can be achieved even with automatic AMR parsers. Finally, we
evaluate our AMR-based metric on a cross-linguistic semantic textual similarity dataset,
and show that for detecting semantic equivalence, it is more precise than a popular
existing model, multilingual BERTScore (Zhang et al. 2020).

5.3.1 AMR for Identification of Semantic Equivalence. We leverage the semantic information
captured by AMR to recognize semantic equivalence or divergence across parallel
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Figure 15
A pair of sentences and their human annotated AMRs, for which the sentences receive a “no
meaning divergence” judgment in the REFreSD dataset, and are also equivalent per AMR
divergence.

Figure 16
Two parallel sentences and AMRs from the Migueles-Abraira, Agerri, and Diaz de Ilarraza
English-Spanish AMR dataset, which diverge in meaning. The Spanish role labels are translated
into English here for ease of comparison.

sentences. Figure 15, for example, illustrates a sentence pair with strictly equivalent
meaning, along with the AMRs. Though the sentences differ with respect to syntax and
lexicalization, the AMR graphs are structurally isomorphic. If the AMR structures were
to differ, that would signal a difference in meaning.

Two particularly beneficial features of the AMR framework for this use case are
the rooted structure of each graph, which elucidates the semantic focus of the sentence,
as well as the concrete set of specific non-core roles, which are useful in classifying
the specific relation between concepts/semantic units in the sentence. For example,
in Figure 16 (also discussed in Figure 2) the emphasis on the English sentence is on
possession—your planet—but the emphasis on the Spanish sentence is on place of
origin, asking, which planet are you from? This difference in meaning is reflected in
the diverging roots of the AMRs.
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We find that non-core roles (such as :manner, :degree, and :time) are particularly
helpful in identifying parallelism or lack of parallelism between the sentences during
the annotation process. This is because AMR abstracts away from the syntax (so that
word order and part of speech choices do not affect equivalence), but instead explicitly
codes relationships between concepts via semantic roles. Furthermore, AMRs use spe-
cial frames for certain relations, such as have-rel-role-91 and include-91, which can
be useful in enforcing parallelism when the meaning is the same but the specific token
is not the same. For example, if the English and French both have a concession, but the
English marks it with “although” and the French marks it with “mais” (but), the special
frame role will indicate this concession in the same way, preserving parallelism.

Granularity of the REFreSD Dataset

Another example, using sentences from the REFreSD dataset, is shown in Figure 17.
These sentences are marked as having no meaning divergence in the REFreSD dataset
but do have diverging AMR pairs. The difference highlighted by the AMR pairs is the
:time role of reach/atteindre. The English sentence says that no. 1 is reached “within a
few weeks” of the release, while the French sentence says that no. 1 is reached the first
week of the release (la première semaine). In examples like this one it is made evident that
string-level divergence (as appears in REFreSD) do not capture all meaning differences.

We explore the ability to discover semantic divergences in sentences either with
gold parallel AMR annotations or with automatically parsed AMRs using a multilingual
AMR parser, in order to enable the use of this approach on large corpora (considering
that AMR annotation requires training).

We propose that an approach to detecting divergences using AMR will be a stricter,
finer-grained measurement of semantic divergence than perceived string-level judg-
ments. The use of a finer-grained metric would enable more effective filtering of parallel
corpora to sentences which have minimal semantic divergence.

5.3.2 Examining and Automatically Detecting Differences in Gold AMRs. Here, we evaluate
the ability of AMR to expose fine-grained differences in parallel sentences and how
to automatically detect those differences. In order to do so, we produce and examine
English-French AMR pairs, which is the first annotated dataset of French AMRs.

Examination of Gold AMR Data

We focus on French for effective comparison with string-level semantic divergence
models (because of the available resources), though it also makes for ideal candidates in
a cross-lingual AMR comparison, as it is broadly syntactically similar to English. This
suggests that the AMRs could be expected to look similar (though not exactly the same)
as inflectional morphology and function words are not represented in AMR. Prior work
has investigated the transferability of AMR to languages other than English, and has
found that it is not exactly an interlingua, but in some cases cross-lingual AMRs align
well. Additionally, some languages are more compatible (Chinese) with English AMR
than other languages (Czech) (Xue et al. 2014).

English-French AMR Parallel Corpus

In investigating the differences between the degree of divergence captured by
AMR and string-level divergence, we aim to compare AMR similarity metrics with
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Figure 17
Two parallel sentences from the REFreSD dataset (Briakou and Carpuat 2020) marked as having
no meaning divergence, but for which the AMRs diverge. The italicized spans in the text
indicate one cause of AMR divergence.

corresponding machine judgments of similarity at the string level. We compare hu-
man string-level judgments and AMR judgments for English-French parallel items.
We produce gold AMR annotations for 100 sentences, which were randomly sampled,
from the REFreSD dataset (Briakou and Carpuat 2020; Linh and Nguyen 2019).15 For
the French AMR annotation process, the role/argument labels were added in English
as has been done in related non-English AMR corpora (Sobrevilla Cabezudo and Pardo
2019), and the concept (node) labels were in French.16

15 We also test our system on the full REFreSD dataset, using an automatic AMR parser.
16 Specific details of our production of these French AMRs can be found in Wein, Wang, and Schneider

(2023).
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Table 8
Comparison between AMR divergence annotations and string-level divergence REFreSD
annotations for 100 French-English sentences.

AMR divergent AMR equivalent
String-level divergent 57 0
String-level equivalent 26 17

Findings from Corpus Annotation

In light of our research question considering whether AMR can serve as a proxy of fine-
grained semantic divergence, we consider both qualitative and quantitative evidence.
While producing this small corpus of French-English parallel AMRs, our suspicions that
AMR would be able to more fully capture semantic divergence than perceived string-
level divergence were confirmed. We uncovered a number of ways in which perceived
string-level equivalence is challenged by the notion of AMR divergence.

Take the example in Figure 14. The difference between “religious” being applied in
the French sentence and appearing in the English sentence is not captured by perceived
string-level divergence, but is captured by AMR divergence.

Quantitative results appear in Table 8. AMRs are equivalent when the graphs are
isomorphic (and contain the same concepts/roles, matching exactly), and the string-
level equivalence is determined based on the gold labels from REFreSD. There are
no instances where the string-level annotation claims that the sentences are divergent
but the AMR annotations are equivalent. Conversely, there are 26 instances with AMR
divergence but no perceived string-level semantic divergence. Therefore, AMR diver-
gence is a finer-grained measure of divergence than perceived string-level divergence.

5.3.3 Quantifying Divergence in Cross-Lingual AMR Pairs. We have shown that not all
pairs that humans considered equivalent at the string level receive isomorphic AMRs
because they actually contain low-level semantic divergences. This suggests that AMRs
can be useful for more sensitive automatic detection of divergence. Now, we investigate
whether we can automatically detect and quantify this divergence on gold AMRs via
Smatch. In order to quantify this divergence in cross-lingual AMR pairs, we develop a
simple pipeline algorithm that is a modified version of Smatch and incorporates token
alignment. We test our modified Smatch algorithm on gold English-French AMR pairs
and gold English-Spanish AMR pairs in comparison to the similarity scores output by
Briakou and Carpuat (2020).

Modified Cross-lingual Version of Smatch

Our simple pipeline algorithm extends Smatch, a measurement of similarity between
two (English) AMRs (Cai and Knight 2013).17 Smatch was designed to compare AMRs

17 This modified cross-lingual version of Smatch served as a preliminary/simplified version of XS2match,
introduced in §5.2.
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in the same language, with the same role and concept vocabularies. To compare AMR
nodes across languages, the nodes first need to be cross-lingually aligned. This involves
translating the concept and role labels. We take a simple approach of first word-aligning
the sentence pair to ascertain corresponding concepts (most of which are lemmas of
content words in the sentence). Our approach is similar to that of AMRICA (Saphra and
Lopez 2015), but we use a different word aligner (fast align rather than GIZA++18) and
deterministic translation of role names if the labels are not in English. To align AMR
graphs across languages, we word-align the sentence pairs, then map these alignments
onto nodes in the graph. Role names are mapped deterministically based on a list from
Migueles-Abraira (2017). We normalize the strings and remove sense labels from the
English and French/Spanish concept labels. Finally, we run Smatch with the default
number of 4 random restarts to produce an alignment. The Smatch score produced is an
F1 score from 0 to 1 where 1 indicates that the AMRs are equivalent. This can be directly
used as a continuous value or converted to a binary judgment, where all non-1 pairs are
divergent.

5.3.4 Testing our Approach on Gold AMRs. One of the benefits of leveraging semantic rep-
resentations in our approach to semantic divergence detection is that the identification
of divergence boils down to determining whether the graphs are isomorphic or not (and
accurate word alignment). This suggests that our pipeline algorithm should be highly
effective at identifying whether AMR pairs are divergent or equivalent. In order to test
our AMR-based approach to strict semantic equivalence identification, we first test on
gold AMRs, which are created by humans and thus have no external noise from being
automatically parsed.

We expect that our AMR divergence characterization would behave differently from
a classifier of string-level divergence. This is because the string-level classification meth-
ods require specialized training data and as such learn to classify based on the perceived
string-level judgments of semantic divergence. To test the strictness of our framing,
we validate our quantification on gold English-French and gold English-Spanish cross-
lingual AMR pairs.

Results on Gold English-French AMR Pairs

We test our pipeline algorithm on our 100 English-French annotated AMR pairs. As
expected, the simple pipeline algorithm is very accurate at correctly predicting whether
the cross-lingual pairs do or do not diverge according to the stricter criterion.

Table 9 showcases the ability of our AMR pipeline system and the Briakou and
Carpuat (2020) system to identify these finer-grained semantic divergences. On these
English-French AMR pairs, the F1 score for our system is 0.97 overall and 0.90 for
equivalent (/isomorphic) AMR pairs. This high level of accuracy indicates we can
reliably predict cross-lingual AMR divergence.

The Briakou and Carpuat (2020) system performs worse when using our finer-
grained delineation of semantic divergence, achieving an F1 score of 0.75.19 Unsurpris-
ingly, the precision, recall, and F1 for their system is lower than the performance of our

18 fast align has been shown to produce more accurate word alignments, such as in the case for
Latvian-English translation (Girgzdis et al. 2014).

19 The Briakou and Carpuat (2020) system does not take AMRs as input, so we use the corresponding
sentences as input for their system.
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Table 9
FR-EN: Binary divergence classification on 100 gold French-English AMR/sentence pairs,
annotated for sentences from the REFreSD dataset. Precision (P), Recall (R), and F1 scores are
reported for the equivalent, divergent, and all AMR pairs. We compare the performance of our
model with the performance of the Briakou and Carpuat (2020) model, referenced as BC’20, on
our finer-grained measure of divergence for the same English-French parallel sentences.

Equivalent (17) Divergent (83) All
System P R F1 P R F1 F1
Ours 1.00 0.82 0.90 0.97 1.00 0.98 0.97
BC’20 0.39 0.82 0.53 0.95 0.73 0.83 0.75

Table 10
EN-ES: Binary divergence classification with gold parallel AMRs. Included are Precision (P),
Recall (R), and F1 for the equivalent, divergent, and all AMR pairs for our pipeline algorithm
compared to the system by Briakou and Carpuat (2020), referenced as BC’20, on the same
English-Spanish parallel sentences.

Equivalent (13) Divergent (37) All
System P R F1 P R F1 F1
Ours 1.00 0.92 0.96 0.97 1.00 0.99 0.98
BC’20 0.24 0.38 0.29 0.72 0.57 0.64 0.52

system, because theirs is not trained to pick up on these more subtle divergences. Note
that on their own measure of divergence (perceived string-level divergence), the system
achieves an F1 score of 0.85 on these same 100 sentences.

Of the 3 errors made by our algorithm (in all cases, classifying equivalent AMR pairs
as divergent), 2 of the 3 are caused by word alignment errors. Named entities seem to
pose an issue with fast align for our use case.

Results on Gold English-Spanish AMR Pairs

In addition to testing our system on our English-French AMR annotations, we test our
system on the 50 English-Spanish AMRs and sentences released by Migueles-Abraira,
Agerri, and Diaz de Ilarraza (2018), who collected sentences from The Little Prince and
altered them to be more literal translations. Recent work classified these AMRs via AMR
structural divergence schema (Wein and Schneider 2021).

In Table 10, we measure the ability of our pipeline system and the Briakou and
Carpuat (2020) system to detect semantic divergences at a stricter level, as picked up by
the AMR divergence schema.

Our system performs similarly well on Spanish-English pairs as it did on the
English-French pairs, described in Table 9. This demonstrates that our pipeline algo-
rithm is not limited to success on only one language pair, and we further affirm that the
simple pipeline algorithm is a reliable way to predict cross-lingual AMR divergence.

5.3.5 Strictness Results using Automatic English-French AMR Parses. We have shown that
we are able to use gold (human-annotated) AMRs to capture a finer-grained level of
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semantic divergence, quantifiable via Smatch. We extend this further by determining
whether fine-grained semantic divergences can be detected well even when using noisy
automatically parsed AMRs. To do so, we compare the Smatch scores of automatically
parsed AMR pairs with the human judgments output on the corresponding sentences
by Briakou and Carpuat (2020).

To take the expensive human annotation piece out of the process, we show that au-
tomatic AMR parses can be used instead of gold annotations by establishing a threshold,
instead of via binary classification. Therefore, we use the F1 score output by our pipeline
algorithm as a continuous score and establish thresholds (described later in this section)
to divide the data between divergent and equivalent.

We automatically parse cross-lingual AMRs for the entirety of the English-French
parallel REFreSD dataset (1,033 pairs). The REFreSD dataset is parsed using the mbart-st
version of SGL, a state-of-the-art multilingual AMR parser (Procopio, Tripodi, and
Navigli 2021). The (monolingual) Smatch score for the SGL parser, comparing our
gold AMRs with the automatically parsed AMRs, is 0.41 for the 100 French sentences
using Smatch (0.43 using our pipeline algorithm)20 and 0.52 for the 100 parallel English
sentences using Smatch.

In doing error analysis, we find that the data points which are classified as having
no meaning divergence but have extremely low F1 scores are largely suffering from
parser error. We do find that there are pairs classified in REFreSD as having no meaning
divergence at the string-level that do correctly receive low F1 scores. For example, the
sentence pair in Figure 17, which has a REFreSD annotation of string-level equivalence
and a gold AMR-level annotation of divergence, was assigned an F1 score of 0.3469.

Despite Smatch scores of 0.5 between the gold and automatic parses, both are
usable for the task of detecting finer-grained semantic equivalence. To demonstrate the
usefulness of our continuous metric of semantic divergence using automatically parsed
AMR pairs, we develop potential thresholds at which one could separate data as being
equivalent vs. divergent.

Because our metric is more sensitive, a practitioner could choose their own thresh-
old by determining appropriate precision (how semantically equivalent they wanted a
subset of filtered data to be) and recall (how much data they are willing to filter out)
needs. This tradeoff is depicted in Figure 18. For example, if all pairs are marked as
equivalent, precision would be approximately 40% on the REFreSD dataset if consider-
ing solely the “no meaning divergence” pairs equivalent.

Comparison against Model Probabilities

Though it is reasonable to assume that if the gold AMR annotations provide a distinctly
finer-grained measure of divergence than string-level divergence then this would also
be the case when using automatically parsed AMRs, we want to ensure the continued
strictness of our methodology. To do this, we compare the values of our continuous
metric and the probabilities produced by the Briakou and Carpuat (2020) system.

Because the probabilities produced by the system described in Briakou and Carpuat
(2020) are always very close to 1 (equivalent) or very close to 0 (divergent) and there

20 The SGL parser approaches cross-lingual parsing as the task of recovering the AMR graph for the
English translation of the sentence, as defined in prior work (Damonte and Cohen 2018). The result is
that the parses of French sentences are largely in English, and default to French concepts only for
out-of-vocabulary French words. The alignments in our pipeline account for this to better reward the
native French concepts.
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Figure 18
Precision/recall curve for equivalence detection in the 1,033 sentence pairs in the full REFreSD
dataset (English-French) using automatic AMR parses. Precision reflects the percent of sentences
in which REFreSD human annotation was equivalent (as labeled as no meaning divergence in
the blue/bottom curve, or as labeled as having either no or some meaning divergence in the
red/top curve).

are far more divergent instances than equivalent instances, median serves as a more
effective form of comparison than mean between our F1 score and their probability
score. Above the 0.7 threshold, the median F1 for our system is 0.7869 and mode is
0.8; the median probability for the Briakou and Carpuat (2020) system is 0.9990. For
the 0.6 threshold, our median is 0.6667 and their median is 0.9871. Above the 0.5
threshold, our median is 0.5814 and their median is 0.8907, Because these numbers
are lower for our system than their system, we confirm that our measure is a stricter
measure of equivalence even when using the automatically parsed AMRs. If this type
of semantic divergence detection system is being used in order to ascertain which items
a human adjudicator should look at on a fixed budget, the absolute scores may matter
less than rankings. We find that the rankings additionally differ drastically. Of the top
50 sentences ranked by AMR divergence (which range in AMR similarity score from
0.96 to 0.67), only 19 of the 50 appear in the 166 sentences scored 1.0 by the Briakou and
Carpuat (2020) system.

5.3.6 Sentence Similarity Evaluation with Automatically Parsed English-Spanish AMRs.
Multilingual BERTscore (Zhang et al. 2020) is an embedding-based automatic evaluation
metric of semantic textual similarity. Semantic textual similarity considers the question
of semantic equivalence slightly differently because it rewards semantic overlap as
opposed to equivalence.

As we have explored in previous sections, our AMR-focused approach in general
is stricter than sentence-based measures of equivalence, in particular corpus filtering
methods. Because our system is a stricter measure of semantic equivalence, it may be
the case that our system can more precisely identify the most similar sentences than
existing measures of sentence similarity. In this section, we look at the most seman-
tically equivalent sentences in the dataset (as judged by our approach and as judged
by multilingual BERTscore) in comparison to their human judgments of equivalence.
Specifically, we aim to investigate: (1) whether the average human similarity score for
the most similar n sentences is higher when ranked by our AMR-based metric versus
when ranked by BERTscore, and (2) whether human judgments of sentence similarity
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for the most similar sentences are more correlated with our AMR-based metric than
with BERTscore. We compare our AMR-based metric to multilingual BERTscore because
it has been shown to work well in cross-lingual settings when comparing system output
to a reference (Koto, Lau, and Baldwin 2021).

Data

To perform this comparison, we use the 301 human annotated Spanish-English test
sentences from the news domain of the SemEval task on semantic textual similarity
(Agirre et al. 2016).

Smatch with Cross-Lingual AMR Parsing

For our analysis, we use the Translate-then-Parse system (T+P; Uhrig et al. 2021).
Providing the Spanish sentences as input, T+P translates them into English, and then
runs an AMR parser21 on the English translation. Because the Spanish sentence was
translated into English and then parsed, this automatic parse can be compared against
the automatic parse of the original English sentence with plain Smatch (no cross-lingual
alignment added).

As we have established, the noise introduced by automatic parsers can be overcome
in our approach. We validate that the Smatch scores retrieved after using Uhrig et al.’s
(2021) parser still bears some correlation with the Smatch scores on the aligned gold
AMRs.22

Sentence Similarity Results

The average human judgment score, on a scale of 0 to 5 with 5 being exactly equivalent,
for all sentence pairs that have an AMR similarity score greater than 0.8 is 4.98. The
average human judgment score for all sentence pairs that have a multilingual BERTscore
similarity score greater than 0.8 is 4.89. Similarly, the average human judgment score for
pairs with an AMR similarity score of greater than 0.7 is 4.86, while the average human
judgment score for pairs with a multilingual BERTscore greater than 0.7 is 3.8. This is
because multilingual BERTscore takes a much broader view of semantic equivalence.
The true range of BERTscore values of semantic similarity tends to be confined within 0
to 1, and the metric is not particularly sensitive to smaller differences or errors (Hanna
and Bojar 2021). This makes BERTscore a better choice generally for the question of
semantic similarity, because it is more correlated with human judgments, but when
assessing fine-grained semantic equivalence, our AMR-metric is more accurate than
BERTscore.

While the human judgments occupy the full range of 0 to 5, the multilingual
BERTscore values of these sentences range from 0.57 to 0.87, as shown in Figure 19.
The AMR similarity score ranges from 0.11 to 0.98.

21 Via amrlib: https://github.com/bjascob/amrlib.
22 On the 50 Spanish-English sentences (from §4), the correlation between the Smatch scores (in comparison

to the same gold AMRs) when using either the translation-then-parse method or the method of aligning
concepts via fast align is 0.31. This can be interpreted as a weak correlation. We find that both methods
(translating the sentence first, or our pipeline algorithm aligning concepts in AMRs of different
languages) work sufficiently well to capture the amount of divergence between cross-lingual AMR pairs.
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Figure 19
All data points normalized to a range of 0 to 1 for the Spanish-English sentence pairs from
Agirre et al. (2016), including human judgment, AMR similarity score, and multilingual
BERTscore. This displays the decreased range of multilingual BERTscore judgments in
comparison to human judgments and AMR similarity.

This might suggest that a higher threshold should be used for multilingual
BERTscore to achieve the same level of semantic granularity. However, our AMR sim-
ilarity metric is also more correlated with human judgments for the most semantically
equivalent sentences. For the top 20 items as ranked by AMR similarity, correlation with
human judgments is 0.4068. But the top 20 items as ranked by multilingual BERTscore
are not correlated with human judgments (−0.0023). When looking at all items above
the multilingual BERTscore of 0.8, correlation with human judgment is 0.1645, whereas
for all items above the AMR similarity score of 0.8, correlation with human judgment is
0.2675. Correlation is calculated with Pearson correlation. Overall, AMR similarity score
correlates with human judgment at a coefficient of 0.8367, which is slightly lower than
the 0.8605 correlation between multilingual BERTscore and human judgment.23

This evidence further supports that our metric is in fact a finer-grained measure of
semantic equivalence, and is therefore better at identifying which sentences are exactly
semantically equivalent.

5.3.7 Conclusion. In this work, we have proposed a stricter measure of semantic diver-
gence than existing systems that rely on perceived differences at the string level. We
have demonstrated that parsing sentences into Abstract Meaning Representations and
comparing those graphs facilitates a more detailed semantic comparison, when using
either gold or automatically parsed AMR pairs.

Fine-grained semantic equivalence detection is not widely studied—yet it holds
promise for a number of applications, including (for example) reducing the workload
of human translators in post-editing of machine translation (MT) output. As it stands,
MT systems that receive human post-editing, as well as translator aids that present
MT output for human translators, present all sentences in the dataset to the human
translator (Green, Heer, and Manning 2013). Being able to filter out exactly semantically
equivalent sentence pairs would reduce this workload. Similarly, filtering out exactly

23 Opitz et al. (2023) similarly find that BERT-based metrics are more correlated with human judgment than
AMR-based metrics, and show that BERT and AMR-based metrics can be complementary.
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semantically equivalent sentences can lessen the amount of annotation necessary for
human evaluations of text (Saldı́as et al. 2022).

Other potential uses include cross-lingual text reuse detection (plagiarism detec-
tion), which asks whether one sentence is simply another sentence exactly translated
(Potthast et al. 2011). Translation studies and semantic analyses could also benefit from
the distinction between semantically equivalent sentence pairs and sentence pairs that
have subtle or implicit differences (Bassnett 2013).

In addition to the potential engineering applications, our study provides important
insight into how semantic differences are captured in AMR-based metrics versus at the
string-level, indicating that a greater degree of semantic nuance is captured by the AMR
encoding.

5.4 Summary of Findings: Comparing AMR vs. String-level Semantics

In §3 and §4, we showed that AMR structure is impacted by language and examined
structural differences in cross-lingual AMR pairs. In this section, we assessed how such
differences relate to other cross-lingual sentence-level measures of meaning overlap. We
found that AMR-based metrics are generally less aligned with human judgments than
embedding-based metrics and that AMR metrics are greatly affected by lexicalization.
Still, we found that because of the explicit semantics captured by AMRs, the AMR
graph-based metrics are especially well-suited to identify finer-grained divergences in
meaning than simply comparing sentence pairs. The findings in this section point to
cross-lingual AMR-semantics and string-level semantics differing, and demonstrate that
comparing AMRs highlights different (but overlapping) information versus a string-
based comparison.

This affects our understanding of AMR as an interlingua or cross-lingual tool: It
allows us to be conscious of the fact that the cross-lingual divergences seen in sentences
are not entirely caused by the same effects that induce cross-lingual divergences in AMR
pairs. Therefore, we need to adjust our expectations of what AMRs can tell us about
cross-lingual meaning. AMR may not be sufficient to facilitate all aspects of semantic
comparison, but does seem well-suited to certain components of meaning, such as
semantic roles.

6. Conclusion

In this work, we have addressed the applicability of AMR to cross-lingual settings. In
order to investigate whether and how AMR is able to capture meaning across languages,
we have considered AMR through multiple lenses. First, we measured the amount of
difference between parallel AMRs in different languages, comparing the AMR graphs to
determine the underlying effect of source language on AMR structure. Next, we devel-
oped an annotation schema to identify the types and causes of differences between AMR
graphs. Finally, we compared sentence embeddings and AMR graphs as representations
of cross-lingual meaning (dis)similarity.

Through a series of studies over several language pairs (English-Chinese, English-
French, and English-Spanish), we conclude that, notably, source language has an effect
on AMR structure, which must be accounted for in order to successfully adapt AMR
to individual languages, and the abstractions in AMR are not fully reflective of cross-
lingual semantic correspondences understood by humans. Still, cross-lingual AMR is
able to illuminate semantic divergences at a fine-grained level (more so than string/
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text-based semantics). Issues of lexicalization differences (linguistic phrase/token mis-
alignment) across languages stand in the way of using AMR to its fullest extent across
languages.

Crucially, we have found that AMR is impacted by source language and uncovered
the causes (both linguistic and translation-induced) as well as the implications of that
finding. This paves the way for future applications of AMR in cross-lingual contexts,
potentially extending any of the many applications of English AMR—for example,
machine translation (Li and Flanigan 2022; Song et al. 2019), summarization (Kouris,
Alexandridis, and Stafylopatis 2022; Inácio and Pardo 2021; Hardy and Vlachos 2018),
event extraction (Garg et al. 2016; Rao et al. 2017; Li et al. 2015), toxic content detection
(Elbasani and Kim 2022), and so forth—to non-English settings.

Future work might pursue improved metrics for comparing AMRs across lan-
guages. Finally, investigating the differences between cross-lingual AMR and cross-
lingual versions of other meaning representations would perhaps give further insight
into what features of meaning representations are most useful for which cross-lingual
tasks.
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